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GLOUCESTER DRAGGER LENGTHENED AT GENERAL FOODS YARD

Rockland Rotarians Heard Non-Political
Talk On Vital State Issues

Representative Seth Low

A Rockland man who made an
excellent reputation as Represent
ative in the last Legislature, has
finally concluded to seek renomina
tion. The candidate is Seth Low.
Mr. Low became an important fac
tor in Rockland business circles
when he came from New York some
years ago and bought the HustonTuttle book and stationery store.
His interests, first, last and all the
time, are for the welfare of his
adopted city. He is president of the
Rockland Rotary Club.

One of the four Republican can
didates for the gubernatorial nom
inations addressed the Rotary Club
Friday. The speaker was Burton
M. Cross, president of the Maine
Senate, who discussed
timely
State issues and was very warmly
received.
Of far more than ordinary inter-,
est to the people of Rockland was
the information given by Senator
Cross to the effect that there is a
growing dissatisfaction among those
engaged in the fishing industry to
the continuance in Augusta of the
office of the Commissioner of Sea
and shore fisheries.
In discussing this and allied top
ics at the Rotary meeting, Senator
Cross said:
"There are vital problems that
demand your immediate attention.
Statistics show that Maine coastal
fishing is one of the State's mam
moth industries. It is but necessary
to mention that in the past ten
years the income from fisheries in
creased from approximately $26,000,000 to $60,000,000.
"Since Massachusetts and Nova
Scotia have passed a law increas
ing the minimum length of lobsters

THE CHOICE OF DELEGATES
Curtis Payson, County Committee Chair

man, Tells How It Is Done

r\

that it may be possible that at
this convention three will he rhnsen
from the districts and seven from
the convention at large. The State
convention this year will be held
at Bangor on March 27th and 28th.
These sixteen delegates and alter
nates will go to the National con
vention in Chicago ond there will
vote for a presidential nominee.
Many States have adopted direct
preferential primary system such
as New Hampshire’s. By this
procedure the people vote directly
by ballot for delegates to the
National convention. Each presi
dential candidate who participates
in the primary has his own slate
of delegates, and the voter can
make a choice and will know which
delegate will support which can
didate.
Those citizens who are interest
ed in securing delegates favorable
to the candidacy of the person ol
their choice, should watch closely
for the announcements soon to be
made of dates for local town and
city caucuses. When your town or
city caucus dates are announced
plan to attend, and if you cannot
yourself be a candidate for a dele
gate to the State or district con
vention, at least find out from
those individuals who are candi
dates who they prefer for a
HEAR
Republican nominee for president.
Your vote for these delegates is
BILLY GRAHAM
the only way in which you can
HOUR OF DECISION
express your preference for a presi
SUNDAY AT 3.30 P. M
dential candidate.
I write this letter in the hopes
STATION WLAW
123-S-tf that it may result in a greater
participation in our local party
caucuses by those Republicans in
CALSO
terested in presidential candidates
RANGE OIL
and provide a wider expression of
FUEL OIL
public opinion.
Curtis M. Payson
MARITIME OIL CO.
Chairman of Knox
County
TEL. 1371
<31
Republican Committee

In the past few weeks interest
has been increasing everywhere in
Maine and in the nation in the
Republican candidates for presi
dent of the United States. A good
many individuals who have a per
sonal preference have asked me
how they can personally express
their preference in a tangible way
to further the candidacy of the
individual or their choice. I am
writing this letter to you in hopes
that if you see lit to print it, it
may be of some interest to
Republicans and may result in a
greater expression
of popular
opinion in local caucuses.
For the benefit of those indivi
duals who do not know the party
procedure in the selection of
presidential candidates, may I say
that here in Maine we follow the
procedure of a majority of States
in the nation in that wc elect at
a local party caucus delegates to
our own State convention. The
delegates at the State convention
then elect sixteen delegates to the
National convention. Four years
ago there were, I believe, only
twelve delegates elected at the
State convention and they were
chosen two from each congressional
district and six at large. I believe

SHOP. . .

BURPEE’S
FOR THE BEST SELECTION

AND VALUES IN
FURNITURE

Maine must consider whether or
not we shall fall in line and take
similar action.
Closeup of the gap now in the once unbroken lines of the Marv Rose’ hull. Work
There is a major operation going on at the shipyard of General Foods in Rock
“Another very vital subject con men are now piecing out the keel, carefully splicing the new section into the original.
land The 93 foot Gloucester dragger Mary Rose has ben cut in two with the inten
tion of stretching her out to a 103 footer in the next few weeks. On the small rail
cerns the location of the office of The picture shows through to the interior of the vessel and its fish holds which will be
greatly enlarged when the job is done. Long splices in keel and planking will be
ways, she was sawed in two early this week and the sections slid apart. While the
the Commissioner of Sea and Shore necessary together with new frames to fill out the hull. A similar job was done
operation is not a new one, it is always an interesting procedure to watch. Owned by
Fisheries, There is a very strong on the lobster smack A. C. McLoon last year by I.ash Brothers of Friendship. The
the Ciarmetero family of Gloucester, the craft will be some weeks in the yard and
sentiment against this headquart Mary Rose was originally built in Southwest Harbor.
will call for all the skills of the yard’s shipbuilders to complete the project.
ers being in Augusta. With this
sentiment I heartily agree. The of
The Black Cat
fice of the commission should be at
By the Roving Reporter
some convenient place on the coast
where it may be more easily ac
New York is gradually becoming
cessible to all, particularly fisher
Lobster Catch Last Year Was the Largest One Hundred Twenty Workers Covered citified. Motorists may not drive in
men.
the city streets with only their
"I feel too, that the State should
parking lights for illumination,
City
On
One
Hour
Canvass
Thursday
In
a
Half
Century
immediately establish a policy of
and must use the lower, or dim
greater participation by the State
beam of headlights while in motion
in making a survey of the whole
on the city streets. Dimming tho
Sea and Shore Fisheries Com 1950 figure but value at slightly
The Mothers March on Polio Fogg, Mrs. Ralph Billings, Mrs.
Sea and Shore Fisheries potential
lights is being resorted to a little
in order that accurate information missioner Robert L. Dow said that over a $10,000,000 was about equal. netted collections of $653.72 Thurs Blake Annis, Mrs. Alfred Plourde, more frequently in the Rockland
Frances O’Connor,
Mrs.
day evening. Workers in all the Mrs.
may be obtained regarding the the 1951 Maine lobster catch would
area but there are still many mo
wards called at homes throughout Charles Fairweather. Mrs. Lucy
needs of this multi-million dollar be the largest in more than a hall
torists who fancy they are a law
Island Suicide
the city to receive dimes and larger Soumela, Mrs. Frank McKinney.
industry.'
unto themselves.
century. Dow based his statement
amounts reserved by the house Mrs. Ted Andrus, Mrs. Alfred Ni
on estimated figures which indica Vinalhaven Woman Found holders for the drive.
chols.
Naval Sidelights
Prize Speaker
Mrs. Herbert Wiliams, Mrs. Ham
General chairman of the project
ted that the harvest by 4,653 li
Wednesday In Shed Of
Approximately 135,000 Navy per
was Mrs. Eugenia Annis who super ilton Boothby, Mrs. Wiiliam Bod
censed fishermen would reach the
Her Home By Friends
sonnel have been on duty in the
vised work from headquarters at man, Mrs. Mario Grispi, Mrs. An Korean area since June 1960.
Martha Jack First Choice Of 20,100,000 pound mark.
thony Anastasio, Mrs. Kenneth
Mrs. Marion Sholes, 54, of Vinal the Hotel Rockland.
estimate which was compiled
By mid-1952 more than 25 mod
Judges In Thomaston byThe
Headquarters were established at George, Mrs. Elizabeth Robishaw, | ern submarines are expected to ba
Louis Cates of the Department haven was a suicide by hanging in
Speaking Contest
Mrs.
Joseph
Lamb,
Mrs.
Gilbert
of Sea and Shore Fisheries and Ar the shed of her home Wednesday the hotel through the courtesy of
added to our fleet.
Martha Jack was winner of first thur McKnown of the Fish and night. She was spending a vacation Manager Dan Harris who turned Barker, Mrs. Alden Philbrook.
The navy estimates that betw’een
the
hotel
’
s
small
banquet
hall
over
Ward
6
—
June
Swanson,
Marie
Wildlife
Service
gave
the
approxi

prize in the Junior Prize Speaking
75 and 100 tons of lead are used in
at her home there and was the wi
to the March of Dimes committee. (
Brewer. Co-captains
Contest held Thursday night in mate value of the catch as $7,107,- dow of N. Cook Sholes.
the average submarine.
In addition to the use of the room,
Mrs. Leona Phillips, Mrs. Alois
Thomaston High School auditor 000. Dow said the greatest recorded
Navy Secretary Kimball warned
Deputy Sheriff Henry Anderson
Harris
provided
refreshments
for
Kunesh,
Mrs.
Mary
Gardiner,
Mrs.
ium. Her subject was "Susie Enter catch was in 1889 when 24 million of Vinalhaven was called to the
that if war comes submarines will
Ann Escorsio, Mrs. Herle Hutchin be the greatest menace to freedom
tains A Friend." Winner of second pounds of the shellfish were taken scene and notified Knox County the workers..
Porch lights were on in all sec son, Mrs. Bea Robinson, Miss Hil of the seas.
prize was Arthur Strout whose from Maine waters—this bumper Medical Examiner Dr C. D. North.
tions of the city signalling collect-, ma Bradstreet, Mrs. Jennie With
speech was titled "Secretary’s Re crop brought $556,733.
—o—
She is understood to have left
ors that funds were waiting for am.
In general, 1951 Maine fishery
port," Third was Faustina Gushee
Railroad Agent—Here's another
notes announcing the intention of
Ann Sylvester, Margaret Ames, farmer who is suing us on account
production was down in poundage taking her life and regarding dis them to help swell the city and
whose theme was "Madam X."
county total.
Dot Anderson, Marie Studley, Vir of his cows.
Others who spoke before a large from the 1950 mark but dollar val position of her property.
Ward captains and workers who j ginia Wilkinson, Dorothy Borger
crowd were Gwendolyn Thornton, ue had increased Dow continued.
Official—One of our trains has
Two sisters who live out of state
w’ere out Thursday evening are:
son, Vera Carver, Barbara Knight, killed them, I suppose?
Elinor Glidden, Jeannine Wooster, The 1950 totals were 353, 279, 886 survive.
Elva Legage.
Ward 1—Myra Watts, Captain
Doris Seekins, and Pauline Keizer. pounds of seafood products valued
Agent—No he claims our trains
Funeral services were held at the
Mrs. Elizabeth
Passons, Mrs. Ward 7—Madelyn Weeks, Ellen go so slow that the passengers lean
Judges were A. Hamilton Booth at $14,688,742—1951 totals are esti Joseph Headley Funeral Home
Ross, co-captains
by, principal of Rockland High mated to be 219,452.000 pounds val Friday. Interment was in Ocean Sheldon Eaton. Mrs. Frank Bau- |
out of the windows and milk his
danza, Mrs. Owen Johnson, Mrs.: Mrs. Adah Roberts, Mrs. Myrtle cows as they go by.
School and Mrs. Diane Pitts of the ued at $15,455,000.
View cemetery.
The light 1951 herring catch was
Frank Kaler, Mrs. Lucien Green. Nelson, Mrs. Thelma Parsons, Mrs.
Rockland High faculty.
—O—
Contractor: “Little girl, does
F. o Cormier, Crescent street, Jr.. Mrs. Jasper Thomas, Mrs. Fred- j Gladvs Burns, Mrs. Levi Flint, Mrs.
The two top winners will com the cause of most of the decrease
pete in the regional speaking' con in landings Dow stated. Catch fig who has been confined to his erick Tripp, Mrs. Vanorse, Mrs. Marion Hall. Mrs. Cousens, Mrs. your doll say ’mama’?”
Little Girl: “O, no, she's one of
test to be held later and which is ures dropped from 185,000,000 home the past two weeks by ill Earnest Long, Mrs. Douglas Me- [ Pettigrew, Mrs. Hamalainen, Mrs,
Margaret Simmons, Mrs. Edith these modern dolls. When you
sponsored by the Maine Principal’s pounds to 68 million and value ness is able to go back to work Mahon.
from $1,269',467 to $860,000. This at the Cement Plant, where he has Ward 2—Mrs. Sally Cross, Captain ! Levensaler.
Association.
squeeze her she says, 'O boy’!’’
unusual decline was reflected in been for nearly 23 years.
Doris
Moores,
Mrs. Harold;
the sardine pack which although
Harold Simmons, wholesale lob
Greene, Madeline Philbrick, Etta
57 Years Wed
Over A Million
one of the smallest in years is one
ster dealer, is about to embark
Rogers, Elaine Webber, Mabel Mc
Mr. and Mrs. Angus Hennigar on a nationwide tour which should
January 29—Net income of $1,443,- of the most outstanding in quality.
Mahon, Gladys Little, Vera Jones.
Rosefish (ocean perch) landings
785 over and above its fixed char
Arlene Williams, Mrs. Willis An-j of Vinalhaven observed their 57th offer much interest and pleasure.
anniversary
Tuesday. It is his intention to visit his cus
ges was earned by the Maine Cen dropped from 79 million to 75 mil
derson, Priscilla Schofield, Peggy, wedding
tral Railroad in 1961, it is shown in lion in 1951 but dollar value re
McCarty, Mrs. John Carl, Maxine There was no official observance, tomers in the four points of the
just their neighbors and friends compass.. Nearly all of them he
the yearly financial statement made mained at the three million dollar
Bartlett.
dropping in to extend their best has never seen and the meeting Is
public at the Genera. Offices of the mark.
Warde 3—Phyllis Grant, Captain
Clam production is estimated to
expected to produce happy results.
road here last night. This compares
Mrs. Gladys Rokes, Charlotte j wishes to the popular couple.
They were married at Machias
with net income of $1,266,759 be 5,213,000 pounds which is a drop
Coffin, Inez Harden, Eva Gray, Ida
One year ago: The Philbrick
Kershner. Bernadette Manseau, [ which was Mrs. Hennigar’s home.
earned by the road in 1950. Reven of about a million pounds from the
Realty.
Inc. was formed, with
Mr.
Hennigar
is
a
native
of
Nova
ues of the road in 1951 increased
Elizabeth Gray, Mrs. Hamalainen,
Scotia and went to Vinalhaven 38 Mrs. Glady Philbrick as presi
$2,298,116 (or 9.58%) and operat
Mrs.
Margaret
Haskell,
Mrs.
Sally
‘
COMING
ing expenses increased $1,392,348
Haskell, Mrs. Thomas Chisholm, years ago as a stone cutter. He dent—Edgar Libby of Thomaston
followed that trade on the island was elected president of the Knox
NEXT
THURSDAY
(or 7.40%.)
Alice Crockett, Evelyn Ludwig.
Sheriffs’
Association—
Detailed comparisons of revenues
Vivian Whittier, Corinne Hughes, and in later years operated a County
ONE DAY ONLY
Ida Clark, Nina Johnson, Marion store. He has been retired for Deaths: Gross Neck, Charles A.
freight revenue increased $2,579,552
Gecle. 94: Rockland, John E.
Cook, Alice Bicknell, Frances Sav several years now.
of 1951 with those of 1950 show
63; Marlboro.
Mass,
Children are Clarence Hennigar Parker.
itt. Virginia Stoddard, Lina Mount(or 12.75%) and passenger revenue
fort, Eleanor Glover, Sue Nelson, of Rockland; Mrs. Langtry Smith Alonzo M Simmons, formerly of
decreased $24,203 (or 1.51%.)
TRENTON
© You save money when you use Irene Espannetti, Mrs. Sidney Se and Mrs. Max Conway of Vinal Hope, 89.
The ratio of operating expenses
HULL
.
!
P
yrofax Gas because the clean, gal, Mrs. Ray Ridgewell, Thelma haven and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson
to operating revenues in 1951 was
OPS.
cardboard signs
now
' blue flame is all heal - there is no Rackliff.
of Rockland.
76.01, as compared with 77.49 in
available at The Courler-Qawette
waste. Every pound of gas gives you
Ward
4
—
Ruth
Ames,
Captain
texas
1950.
, :uli value. And Ihe more gas you
office—four for 50 oenta. Oet them
Katherine Heddin, Evelyn Good
use, Ihe lower the average cost. You
78tf
now, Ruth Cross, Adelbert Clark, STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE In the front office.
save most when you enjoy all the
Oscar
Knight,
Alice
Stilphen.
Ha

So.
Thomaston
Grange
Hall
COMING SOON!
idvanlages of this complete gaa
service—for cooking, waler healing, zel Russell, Caroline Macintosh, EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
WATCH FOR DATE
Woodcock’s Orchestra—8.30 to 12.
Charlotte Lake.
efrigeraiion.
DOOR PRIZE WEEKLY
Ward 5—Velzora Plourde, Captain
Now It Can Be Seen At
6-Th&S-tf
Mrs.
Nelson
Glidden,
Mrs.
Otis
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GREATEST CATCH SINCE '89

MOTHERS MARCH NETTED $653,72

Mobilflame
SOCONY*
VACUUM

2Oth Century-Fox presents

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
“Where You Shop with Pleasure and
Buy With Confidence”

361 MAIN ST.,

TEL 1520,
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[EDITORIAL]

A LETTER FROM HOME

WHAT ABOUT MacARTHUR?

The thing that helps
the most that costs so

little

but

means

so

much to that lonel/ boy
is a letter from home.

c

sr-

What is behind the MacArthur situation, so far as the
presidential primaries are concerned? The doughty General
of the Army jjas declared most emphatically that he it not
a candidate, and has ordered the withdrawal of his name
from certain primary contests. But here comes a despatch
from Oakland. Wisconsin, stating that Gen Wainwright has
agreed to run as a favorite son candidate in the April 1st
contest, and would turn over any of his delegates to MacArthur.

- '-*-

DISAPPEARING GEMS

By Ralph W. Tyler
Some time ago a Camden fisher
man, long time friend and former
schoolmate of mine ventured a
hint that most of the fishing spots
mentioned in this column were
along the Georges river drainage,
and he thought lt was about time
that Megunticook Lake, the countyls largest and most beautiful
body of fresh water got a little

the survivors of this stock will give
good fishing the coming season.
Statewide,
the majority of
salmon taken by fishermen yearly
are under five pounds.
The
"Iunkers.’ if there, are rarely
caught, but do respond to lures
just about often enough to hold
keen fishing interest.
High and adequate water con
write-up.
ditions at Megunticook probably
Then a few days later another resulted in some natural propaga
Camdenite, famous for his loyalty tion over the past Winter. Salmon
to Magunticook. lan attribute of fry have small hope of reaching
most Camden sportsmen!, called to maturity in such a lake, but it
my attention that I had long ago must help a little.
promised to tell Bill Barrett's ver
Talking with several fish cul
sion of how the lake got its name. ture men around the hatcheries
All in all, it appears I am be and various clubs, I shall venture
hind on Megunticook lake from a prediction that the salmon fish
several angles and strange to say. ing at Megunticook will improve
it is the one fishing spot in the steadily over the coming several
county from which I get the fewest seasons. Fish will run largely in
reports. My theory for this is. the “just legal’ to 3L-pound class.
that the lake is serviced by the
In checking on the stocking at
well organized sportsmen’s Club Megunticook. I find an entry of
which bears its name, and 1500 mature brook-trout stocked on
the admirable attribute of loyalty Oct. 22. 1942
to the home water which is "their
Oh! for the return of those days
baby,” keeps the interesting news when brook trout could be caught
of Megunticook centered about from most any ledge or boat land
the members of that organization. ing ln the Spring. When a trip
Pointing to the sportsmen who around the Fang Islands, across
have the interest of the entire the Land’s End gravel bar, or
county at heart it is pleasing to though the Chaney Narrows was
note, that there exists between the surefire for a 24 to 4-pound trout.
Megunticook and Knox County
Let’s give the State and Bill
organizations, a co-membership in- i Libby credit for such conditions,
dicating the best of relations, but for the stocking report also dis
my personal observations are that closes that from July 1, 1933. to
Camden members of the Knox June 30, 1941. there were 75,000
County Pish and Game Association brook trout released in Megunti
attend its meetings around the cook Lake and its tributaries. No
county much more faithfully than waters in the southern part of the
do the K.C.FG co-memben? at State can surpass this record in
tend the Camden meetings, of the period of eight years.
which, as a member of both. I set
I claim there are still some
no good example.
“Club” trout in Megunticook Lake.
The 59,000 chum salmon released
In personalizing the
above
statement I point to Wallace Vinal. in the lake in the late TiO’.s were
Georee
Higgins, Earl Young. never heard from. As these fish
George Conant. Ed Richards. Ern were 2 to 4 inches, a very bright
est Crie and there are a few others and active specie, they promptly
who are faithful to both. Such a became feed for predacious fish
condition keeps one club in touch there. I expect.
with the other, and Megunticook
What to do to improve fishing
Lake, although in no need of pub conditions at Megunticook? All I
licity would probably be mentioned can do is to offer my personal
here more frequently if I attended opinion.
A practice that often
more of the C. mden meetings.
finds me facing a disagreeing and
While at the Freeport meeting irate reader.
of the Maine Fish and Game As
First in the line of conservation
sociation, Inc. I learned that the and the future welfare of the
Megunticook Fish and Game Asso stocking policy would be, the clos
ciation had dropped its affiliation ing of all tributaries of Megunti
with that State-wide group.
cook to the taking of smelts.
President Lew Colomy was much
Second, the stocking of brook
troubled over the situation and it trout in the tributaries that were
seemed that the reason for the de year-around reliable in their water
cision to drop out after several supply.
years of membership was not en
Third, an occasional “shot” of
tirely clear to him or his staff.
mature brook trout in the upper
Nevertheless Joe Talbot was se portion of the lake, perhaps in Nor
lected by the nominating commit ton’s Pond.
tee as Knox County candidate tc
Fourth, the refusal to accept
its board of directors, and in at any salmon to be stocked in its
tempting to clarify the situation, waters that were not mature and
Earle Conant moved for an ex- capable of survival among preda
tentlon of this appointment and tor fish, even if it meant the cut
several others, to the close of vary ting down of final totals.
ing fiscal year daes of several
Fifth: A game fish creel census
clubs.
'salmon and trout only) that
Knox County's fish and game af would have direct bearing on the
fairs could well be administered success of the stocking program.
before the State organization by
Some sportsmen and department
one man. It would be significant officials frown on fishing derbys as
of the unity between the cwo clubs a detriment to stocked waters. The
and Joe has the understanding and creel census for “derby day” at
the business ability to do the job. Megunticook reveals no waste of
Getting back to Megunticook expensive game fish and acquaints
Lake—of primary interest is its many strangerrs with the lake.
fishing for the coming season. I
I believe Norton’s Pond, not too
feel hardly qualified to make any well serviced by Waldo County,
predictions.
should receive more consideration
However since Sept. 2, 1948, the in its relation to Megunticook.
lake has received 18,800 mature
Time was. when monstrous trout
salmon and 10.000 4 to 6-inch were caught there. It has many
salmon, not including what has Camden property owners and tax
been stocked there since June 1951. payers. I see no waste in the con
Besides that 79.500 salmon of vari sist ant stocking of mature brook
ous smaller sizes were placed in trout there, at least experimentally.
its waters between Sept. 2 1942,
There are other improvements
and 1948. some of which are like that might be advisable at Megun
ly furnishing many of the current ticook as a long-range program,
ly-caught fish.
such as stream improvement, pre
Salmon, even under ideal con dator control and introduction of
ditions, grow much slower than bait fish of various species.
brown trout.
I know little of the food supply
Fish of the 1948 stocking should in the lake except as given in the
by now have reached legal length Cooper No. 5 survey, but the pre
at least. This would indicate that ponderance of small bass and a
large white perch population must
place a heavy load on whatever
food supply there is, at the expense
of the salmon and trout.
Only in Norton's Pond have I no
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS
ticed any variety of bait fish, fresh
water chub, shiners and shore min
nows.
The Megunticook Association has
one project in which I am particu
larly interested. The stocking of
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
Hosmer Pond with brown trout. The
16-31 RANKIN ST.,
coming season should see these
ROCKLAND
fish being caught quite regularly
3-8-tf

WE WILL BUY

MILLER’S
GARAGE

DON’T NEGLECT HIM AT “MAIL CALL”
This column will be printed each week In the Interests
of the men in the service. The addresses of service men and
items concerning them will be most welcome and the theme is
the words above—“The thing that helps the most and means
so much to that lonely boy is a letter from home.”

Rockland Soldier Awarded Bronze
Star

Sgt Myron E. Preston of Rock
land who is now enroute to the west
coast has recently been promoted
to Sgt flrst class. He is the son of
Mrs. Amy Preston and the late Ar
thur Preston, formerly of 12 State
street Rockland. Sgt. Preston also
has been wounded and received the
Purple Heart and has just been
awarded the Bronze Star for hero
ism in the battlefield at Sidamak,
Korea. The Bronze Star was award
ed with the following citation:
"Sgt. Myron E. Preston is cited for
heroism in action against an armed
enemy on the 10th of October in
1951. near Sidamak, Korea. As Com
pany D was defending Its positions
against an enemy attack, Sgt. Pres
ton moved about, expertly di
recting fire on the enemy who had
advanced to within 10 to 15 yards
of the machine gun. Although ex
posed to hostile grenade, mortar
and automatic weapons fire, Sgt.
Preston fearlessly moved around,
encouraging his men and directing
such a stream of fire on the foe
that the entire southwestern por
tion of the friendly perimeter was
denied to them. For approximately
three hours, he remained at his
post until all but two of his men
were killed or wounded. Although
injured, he refused to be evacuated

chance for them to run away.
Excepting Alford Lake, browns
have been widely stocked in Knox
County. Results are varied and
problematical.
Indications are
that they are doing nicely in Sen
nebec.
Lack of fishing interest in other
ponds has overshadowed the con
tinued stocking interest. Hosmer’s
should make an ideal pond in
which to study and become ac
quainted with brown trout fishing
methods. Hobbs’ Pond is another.
Megunticook appears to have a
bright future for which its fish and
game organization has worked
hard and long.
Now—having over-run my space
limit for this column by several
paragraphs, here is Bill Barrett’s
story of how Megunticook Lake got
its name:—
What is now the beautiful Turn
pike Drive along the edge of the
lake, was originally a carriage road
built from virgin rock of the moun
tain by Dan Barrett, father of Bill,
in 1892. The lake was then called
Canaan Pond.
When about half-completed the
senior Barrett one-day encountered
an Indian fishing near the turn
pike shore in a canoe. For hours
the native fished with no success
and finally Mr. Barret beckoned
him ashore. In reply to several
questions the Indian always re
peated the same word, “koo-citnug-em,”, as he pointed to the
water.
Old Dan could talk some Indian,
but he wasn’t up on Indian adjec
tives when used collectively. Call
ing to a native who was among
his helpers he asked what “koocit—nug-em” meant.
“Ugh!
koo-cit-nug-em mean
plenty fish, no can catch," replied
the native.
Whereupon old Dan reached into
a rockpile and withdrew a jug of
brandy, and grasping
the fish
erman's line he “sozzled" the bait
several times into the jug, after
wards giving the fisherman himseli a big "hooker.”
Shoving his canoe away from the
bank, the Indian smacked his lips
and slowly lowered his line over
the side.
At once he had a fierce strike.
The water swarmed with salmon
and trout and as he brought the
first one in over the side of his
canoe four others followed the
bait out and dropped in beside
him.
To keep from having his canoe
swamped he tore the bait from
the hook and threw it among the
ravenous fish.
*
Now Dan Barrett shouted from
the shore “What say you now, In
dian?" to which the smiling fish
erman yelled back "Me-gun-ticook," which from that day became
Its name.
Koo-cit-nug-em is Megunticook
and I understandw there is no in revetoe. (Believe it or cotj.

New York reports another $100,000 jewelry burglary.
Paraphrasing, uneasy reste the bosom on which valuable gems
repose

SEEMS TO MEAN BUSINESS
The decision of Congress to investigate the investigator
will probably suit everybody except Attorney General Mc
Grath. The committee is strictly limiting that investigation
to "specific allegations and complaints based upon credible
evidence,” and not on mere rumor and suspicion. Which is
as it should be. and which is also provided with sufficient
working material. For the public benefit, and the ends of
justice, it is to be sincerely hoped that there will be no white
wash bucket

IN HIS VEST POCKET
When President Truman withdrew his name from the
New Hampshire primaries it was probably with no fear as
to the general result He is apparently satisfied that he can
win .Le nomination simply by turning his hand. In fact
he says so in words which mean the same thing.

SHOULD WORRY, HIMSELF
Michael DiSalle. who steps down as the Nation's price
chief to run for U. S. Senator in Ohio is worried for fear
that Senator Taft could not carry his own State if nominated
by the Republicans. And it is quite possible that DiSalle
may be worrying lest he, too. may not be able to carry Ohio.

until his weapon was in a new po
sition and firing again. Sgt. Pres
ton's heroism reflects great credit
on himself and the military ser
vice.”
• • « *
Mr. and Mrs. Alford Wiley of
Warren received
late Tuesday
night a telephone call from the
west coast, that their son, Sgt
George Wiley 21, had arrived there
on rotation of troops from Korea.
Drawing a 30-day furlough he will
visit one day with friends in Santa
Cruz, Calif., and then leave by
plane for the East, where he will be
guest a short time of his brotherin-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
George Beers at Cranberry Lake.
N. J, before returning tp his home
here. Sgt. Wiley has seen service
since March 1951, ln Korea, with
the 802d Engineers, A. Aviation
Battalion. Enlisting shortly after
graduation in 1949, from Warren
High School he received training at
Fort Dix, N. J., Fort Belvoir, Va.
and Fort Bragg. N. C, before being
sent overseas to Okinawa in July
1950, from Camp Stoneham, Calif.
* • * •

John E. Mills, age 19, Beechwood
street, Thomaston enlisted in the
U. S. Air Force with rank of Pvt.
He was sworn In on Jan. 24, 1952
and will report to Sampson AuForce Base. N. Y, as his initial as
signment. Pvt. Mills is the son of
Mr and Mrs. George B. Mills. His
parents live at Thomaston. He is a
graduate of Thomaston High
School class of 1951
•• • •
Friends wishing to write to Fred
Korpinen may do so at his new
address which is: Pvt. Fred Kor
pinen. RA 11226976, Co. C, 49th
Abn. Eng. Bn, 101st Abn. Dlv.,
Camp Breckinridge, Kentucky.
•• • •
Cpl. Edward Maxey has returned
to Camp Gordon, N. J. after spend
ing a furlough at the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Maxey.
•• • •
The address of Pfc. Francis
Gay son of Mrs. Mary B Gay of
Rockland is: Pfc. Francis Gay. RA
11226760, 599th Comp. Serv. Co,
APO 987. % P. M, Seattle, Wash.

Robert F. Kearly, Jr.

Seaman Apprentice Robert F
Kearly, Jr., son of Mrs. Ruth
Kearly of Rockland, who has been
assigned to the USS Missouri. He
recently completed recruit training
at Norfolk. Va., having joined the
Navy in October of last year.
•• • •
2nd Lt. Paul V. Dunn, whose
wife, Lucille, lives at 10 Blaisdell
street, Augusta, recently graduated

t

THE FUR WILL FLY
When the Pride Of the Coast Meets the
Pride Of the Country
The small school battle of the
year is scheduled for next week
when the pride of the coast, Rock
port, tangles with the pride of the
cow country, Union. The game is
scheduled for next Friday at Rock
land, but, due to the fact that
Rockland is playing Cony in the
Community Building that night, it
will probably be shifted either to
Thursday or Saturday.
Rockport won handily in the first
; clash between the two eastern Bulwer League powers, but don't let
that fool you. Union is vastly Im
proved since then and it is unlike
ly that the victory margin of eith1 er the boys or girls games will be
more then five points either way.
1 The Rockport Whizz Kids took the
Union girls by 48-30 in the first
meeting and the Rockport boys won
i by 58-39.
From observation I would say
that both Union teams are 20 points
stronger then they were on that
occasion and both Rockport crews
will have to go all out. Union’s girls
and it is 10-1 for the Whizz Kids
who also have a tie with Camden
to their credit.
A win for the Rockport teams as
sures them the division chamnionA trip to the small school
is also riding on this one
boys as an added incentive
fur will fly in large batches
ning.
** • *

tourney
for the
and the
all eve

Camden next Wednesday. The La
kers furnished the surprise of East
ern Maine last week when they
edged well regarded Milo 54-53—1
was glad to have the point system
explained by Bill Macomber the
other night but the rest of what he
had to say was old stilff. It was all
in this space last Fall. The brutal
truth is that there is no Justifica
tion for basketball tourneys other
then the fact that they finance
other school activities which other
wise would be impossible.
Macomber's 1928 basketball team
could probably beat the present
day Tigers by 40 points and the
basebal team would take the cur
rent Tigers by 15 runs any day In
the week: that was the year Jim
Flanagan pitched and won five
games in 11 days—the Warren Ti
gers have lost Bobby Watts. Mor
gan Barbour. Dick Stone, Ted Clu
key and Charlie Dolham to the
service but still are the team to
beat with a pitching staff of Jim
Halligan, George Bosser, Foster
Robinson, Wayne
Havener and
Home Run Hall.
♦ • • *
The Has Beens continued their
domination of the Women's Bowling League last week as they
lengthened their lead over the
Gutter Gussies Standings:
W
L
Has Beens
65
5
Gutter Gussies
55
10
Rockettes
32
33
Sad Sacks
32
38
Cal. Janes
31
39
Telephone Girls
26
39
Alley Cats
24
46
White Sox
4
56

Saturday Shorts—Chubby Ryder
of Camden, ace baseball and bas
ketball player on Mustang teams
Well, half a year has passed since the sales tax began
for four years, will sign with the
operation, and it has brought $6,490,000 into a hungry trea
Washington Senators soon He re
sury. Christmas activities boosted the December returns to
cently finished at the baseball
the point where they exceeded by more than $165,000 the
Municipal Court
school run by that time, and which
previous high monthly collections.
they invited him to attend; his
Francis Weaver of Thomaston
good showing there won him the paid a fine of $5 after pleading
BOYNTON AGAIN CHAIRMAN
proffered contract. They will place guilty to drinking in a public place
him with a fast industrial league at Thursday's session of Municipal
The re-election of George Boynton as chairman of the
team first and later send him to Court. The offense took place in a
Knox County Commissioners is a fitting tribute to a man
one of their farm clubs. He will Rockland theatre Wednesday night.
who has made a fine reputation as a member of that organi
play second base
zation. The board as a whole is one of the best which has
A play-off appears certain in the
ever served the county.
SEARSMONT
K-L between Boothbay and Lin
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Milliken of
coln, neither of whom are likely to
THE FIRES OF EGYPT
lose in remaining games; each plays Camden called on Mrs Ada Howard
Camden at home, while Lincoln and Dudley Howard Sunday after
Sunday's uneasy calm over Cairo, after the fierce riotings
goes to Waldoboro and Boothbay to noon.
and burnings of the day before, suggests at least that the
government is beginning to accept responsibility for main
Thomaston. At this point Boothbay
taining order and protecting the lies and property of the
A jury is about the only thing
is the definite favorite as they
populace. It has been a disgraceful episode, undoubtedly
have
a
height
advantage.
known
to man that won't work 4
sparked by terrorists and fed by the inflamed passions of
They
are
talking
of
having
an
properly
after it has been fixed.
misled youths but at the bottom of It all is a stand of the
Egyptian government that has flouted every concept of pru
independent baseball team in
dent statesmanship and international law A rupture of dip
ORDINANCE NOTICE
Thomaston this Summer which is a
lomatic relations with Britain, if this is not forestalled by a
Notice Ls hereby given that the
fantastic
idea,
since
the
Clippers
timely change in government, would entail consequences even
following ordinance had Its first
barely made money last year play
more serious and of longer range than these wild and irre
reading at a special meeting of the
sponsible outbursts.
ing in a league—the Union girls City Council held January 28.
The slope down which Egypt is descending is the more
want to play Camden’s Crimson 1952, and hearing thereon will be
tragic because a way had been opened for this country to
Tide in the first half of a project held in the Citv Council Room on
take its place among the controlling powers of the Middle
ed twin bill dedicating Union’s M rch 10. 1952 at 7:30 P M
East, on a basis of perfect equality, with every legitimate
new gym sometime in late FebruCOUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
aspiration satisfied. Egypt last Autumn was offered part
nership with Great Britain, France, the United States and
ary—Floyd Johnson showing much 'ROCKLAND HEREBY ORDAINS:
Section 814.1 of Chapter 25 Ls
Turkey in a Middle East defensive system, and within such
improvement with the Rockland hereby amended by adding to the
an arrangement the problem of Suez, besides many others,
Tigers,
and
speaking
of
the
Tigers,
sentence "No such license shall be
could have become soluble. But the jealousies of a new inde
I forgot their game with Houlton granted to any per on unless he
pendence were too strong to permit such a course; national
ism. which can be a liberating and ennobling force, led merely
Saturday night ln Thursdav's pre shall present a valid driver’s license
to a stupid negative and an indefensible treaty abrogation.
dictions so will pick Houlton now issued to him by the State of
It has since led. step by step, to the dangerous situation of
by 53-48—with a 2-2 Tuesday rec Maine" the following words “and
today.
evidence that he is 18 years of age
ord the batting average swooned or
Great Britain is evidently reacting with decisiveness and
more.” ,
a clear realization that the Suez Canal cannot be jeopardized.
to 811.
’
GERALD U. MARGESON,
The garrison in the canal zone is being reinforced; naval
Johnny Cavanaugh, former Rock 15-It
City Clerk.
forces deployed, and provisions are being made to protect the
port High basketball ace and Alec
thousands of British subjects in Egypt, if the government
ORDINANCE
NOTICE
can not or does not do so. The role of the United States
Knight who formerly managed that
The following ordinances had
remains that of a moderating force. But there can be no
team, will leave for the Air Force final passage at a meeting of the
question of where its interests and its obligations lie. The
next week Johnny Mills of Thom City Council held January 28. 1962,
stability of the Eastern Mediterranean, the security of the
aston. doesn’t like the silver wing and will become effective 20 days
Suez are international in scope. This country stands back
of Great Britain while it acts in this area as the instrument
department too well, he claims they fter date of final passage unless
and the guardian of the Western cause—Herald Tribune.
impended from going into opera
have to get up too early.
Doc Biggers brings his Green tion by valid referendum thereof:
Section 203 2 of Chapter 28. is
ville team to play the Mustangs at
Portland last Tuesday,
hereby amended by adding the fol
DUTCH NECK
lowing:
The Reg-Bee Society held an all
Mrs. Hamlin Scofield and son
Jennie Chute and Theresa Chute
The following area is hereby esday session Thursday. At the noon
Richard, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
attended the Waldoboro Woman's tab'Lshed as an Industrial E Zone
hour a casserole dinner was served
Genthner and two children of
Club meeting Tuesday afternoon and the Zoning Map is hereby
by the ladies which the gentlemen 1
amended accordingly:
South Waldoboro were Sunday af
and were the hostesses. Mr. Leo
"The land beginning at a point
of the community attended.
ternoon guests at the home of Mr.
nard Bidwell of West Waldoboro on the southerly side of New Coun
Mrs. Claude Miller returned showed interesting moving pictures ty Road at the easterly boundary
and Mrs. Fred Chute.
Melville W. Davis and Merton home on Sunday aft«r spending a of Nantucket, Cape Cod and also
the existing Industrial E Zone;
thence easterly along said south
Benner were business visitors in wee^ a^ the home of her daugh- of this community
erly
boundary of New County Road
——
. ter, Mrs. Warren D. Smith and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Chute were to the right of way of the Maine
from the Far East Command
'n Rockland.
in Rockland Sunday to visit Mrs Central Railroad; thence following
Chemical school at Camp Gifu, \ Misses Marilyn and Rita Wotton Chute’s sister, Mrs. Herman Win said right of way to the westerly
of
Luce
Avenue;
Japan. Lieutenant Dunn received were in Portland Saturday to visit chenbaugh and Rev. Winchen boundary
thence southerly 132’ along said
his Certificate of Completion from mother, Mrs. Addie Wotton, who is baugh.
boundary to the rear lot line of
the commanding officer of the spending an indefinite time at the
Mrs. Ralph Cunningham and this lot; thence westerly along the
school in a graduation ceremony home of her niece. Mrs. Matthew children of Jefferson were Satur rear lot lines of the lots bounding
held in the Post Theater. The Baron, during her illness,
day guests of Mrs. Cunningham’s on New County Road to the east
lieutenant arrived in Japan last! Mr. and Mrs. Melville W. Davis aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Fred erly boundary of the existing In
dustrial E Zone.”
year.
and two daughters were Sunday af- Chute.
Section 4C2. Schedule 1, of Chap
Rene Frati of Arlington, Mass.,
• • • •
! ternoon callers at the home of Mr.
ter 25, is hereby amended by add
was
a
Sunday
guest
at
the
home
Cpl. Walter E. Calderwood, son and Mrs. LaForest I. Mank at East
ing the following:
of Mr and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood, \ Waldoboro.
of Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Waltz, Mrs.
“Southwest side of Maverick
Union, recently arrived in Japan' Mesdames Esther Vanderpool, Marion McRae and Mrs. Hazel Street from Birch Street to North
Main Street.”
from Korea with the 1st Cavalry Florence Davis, Isadore Stahl, Blaney.
Section 402, Schedule 1, of Chap- a
Division. The division, now assign- j
ter 25, is hereby amended by added to security duty on Hokkaido,!
ing the following:
UNCLAIMED SHARES OF ESTATES
Japan’s northernmost island, was
"North Main Street eastern side
the second U. S. division to enter , Knox’ s- sfrom James Street to Warren
__ t.__ „„
I, A. Everett Libby, Treasurer of the County of Knox, hereby publish a
Street.”
B . . g’
.K
list of all persons entitled to unclaimed shares of estates that have been
Section 402, Schedule 1, Chapter
unopposed amphibious landing at pai,j or transferred to me as said Treasurer under Chapter 143, Section 24, 25. is hereby amended by adding
Pohang-dong in July 1950. The of the Revised Statutes, 1944, State of Maine.
the following:
unit participated in the see-saw por
"North Main Street eastern side
Amount From
Date
battles across the Naktong river Andrews, Grace
$ 5.89 Catherine Bickmore. July 25, 1933 from Main Street to a point oppo
23.37 Sarah Pascal Est.,
Feb. 8, 1944 site the northern line of Gay
and following the Inchon invasion Butterworth, Eleanor M.,
5.94 Catherine Bickmore. July 25, 1933 Street.”
■n September
«« „„
ggg.
Section 303 of Chapter 19, is
5.93 Catherine Bickmore. July 25, 1933
the 7th Infantry Division to climax Crabtree, Cora B. Heirs,
27.51 Cora B. Crabtree. Est, Mar. 20, 1945 hereby amended by adding the fol
a spectacular northern drive. Francis, Lymond,
5.22 Mae Cushman, Est., Mar. 20, 1946 lowing sentence:
12.50 Orren P. Hupper Est., Dec. 31, 1938
"Such permits shall not be trans
Calderwood. 22, a mechanic in the Hupper, Orren P. Heirs,
5.55 George H. Lincoln Est., July 25,1933 ferable, and when use is discon
7th Cavalry Regiment, Medical
5.89 Catherine Bickmore, July 25. 1933 tinued. permit shall be returned
Company, arrived in Korea Aug. 30 weed, Ellen.
1.45 Geo. A. Hendricks Est. Sept. 24, 1935 to the offi-e of the Fire Chief with
1951 and wears the Combat Medical ' Grigor, Michael or Miall
the information as to the condi
15.19 George Stevens Est., June 20, 1950 tion of the installation and the
Badge and the Korean Service RibStafan,
amount of flammable liquids left in
bon with one campaign star. He
(114.44
storage, and any contemplated T '
was formerly employed by the
County of Knox
transfer of the same.”
Rockland, Maine, December 31, 1951.
International Harvester, Rockland,
A. EVERETT LIBBY,
GERALD U MARGESON
Treasurer. 15-lt
.
15-6-21
City clerk.

THE SALES TAX REVENUE

Sgt. Myron Preston

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
Talk Of The Town
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Telephone Workers Honored Linemen

Manager Field Brings In North Haven Baptist Church
Will Honor Memory Of
formation Concerning
Social Security
the Four Chaplains

4

ti

h

Feb. 2-11 — Boston Sportsman’s
Show, Mechanic' Hail
Feb. 5—Ladies’ Nigh'. Kr.ox Shrine
Club. American Legion Home
Feb 6— I A . P.M. meeting, IOOF
Hall.
Feb 7—Comity Circle meets. Uni
versalist Church. 8 30 p. m.
Feb 7—Theta Rho Girls' Club at
IOOF all.
Peb 7—Emblem Club meets at
Elks' Home
Peb. 8—Methebesec Club meets at
Fam- worth Building
Fob 8- -Educational Club meets at
Universalist Church parlors.
Feb. 12—Lincoln'- Birthday.
Peb
12 -Junior Women's Club
meets at Bok Nurses Home, 8
o’clock.
Peb. 14—Valentine's Day
Feb. 15—School close- for MidWinter vacation
Feb 15—Three-act comedy "Nuts
and Bolts" at Watts Hall. Thom
aston.
Feb 16- Kippy Karnival Ball.
Feb. 16-24 —New Yors Sportsman's
Show at Grand Central Palace.
Feb 19—Rebekah- meet at IOOF
Hall, degree work
Feb 21 — Washington’s Birthday
Eve Party, American Legion
Home.
Feb 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb. 22—Lincoln Baptist mid-Win
ter quarterly meeting, and ordi
nation service at Warren
Feb 26-29—“Journey's End” (De
Molay) at Community Building.
March 9-15—Spring Flower Show
by Ma sachusetts Horticultural
Society. Mechanic’s
Building.
Bos! on
March 16-22 — National Wildlife
Week.
March 17—St. Patr.ck’s Day
March 31-April 3—47th Annual
Farm and Home Week, at the
University of Maine.
March 20—Annual Firemen’s Ban
quet, Central File Station
April 13- E ter Sunday
April 19—Patriots' Day
Miy 11 Mother's D3y
June 13-15 -Annual Encampment
of V F.W. in Rockland
June 14--Flag Fay
June 15- Father' Day

A representative of the Social
Security
Administration
field
office in Augusta will be at the
Rockland Past Office Building.
Production and Marketing Admin
istration. every Monday from 1230
to 2 p. m. His next visit will be
Monday. Feb 4
Residents of Rockland or near
by towns who wish to make ap
plication for Old-Age and Sur
vivors' Insurance, obtain Social
Security cards, or get information
are invited to call upon this rep
resentative.
Benefits are not paid automatic
ally; an application must be filed.
George M Field. Manager of the
Augusta office stated When an
individual dies, who has worked
in employment covered by the so
cial Security
Act. the family
should notify the Social Security
Office. Field stated When a per
son reaches age 65. whether or not
he intends to retire, he should
learn about his rights under the
Old-Age and Survivors' Insurance
Program.

•

Daughters of St. Bernards will;
meet in the church hall Tuesday
Feb 5 at 7.30 p. m- Rosary before
the meeting.
New members of the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce are Day's
Inc., and Frederick Newcombe of
the insurance firm of Clarence F.
Joy.

( ARD OF THANKS
Sincere thanks to the different
Order- in Union for the gifts and
cards that they have sent to me.
A token from Home means a great
deal to the boy' in Service
Thanks.
15’lt
Cpl Vernon K. Ripley

CARD OF THANKS
I would like to thank all my
friends for Lhe gifts, flowers, and
cards sent me while in Knox Hos
pital I would especially like to
The Weather
thank the doctor and nurses for
(as of Friday)
their kindness
(Mrs.) Flora Barter.
A cold spell which produced a
Tenant’s Harbor. Me
15*lt
realistic
sample of
sub-zero
CtRI) OF THANKS
weather, quickly moderated into a
I wish to express my sincere j
Slate of decency, ar.d .traveling thanks and appreciation to neigh- [
conditions kept pice with it. To born and friends who remembeaed
morrow (Saturday) is Candlemas me during mv recent illness with |
Day and you can tell the weather the basket of fruit and cards
Guy E. Lineken.
by it just as faithfully as you can 15*lt
by the almanac. Tne Winters this
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
year" says the Old Farmer for
Katharine Crawford
Whereas God in His Infinite
early February. Quite likely we
Wisdom has called to His Heaven
have had one already.
ly home our beloved sister. Kath
arine Crawford);
A well baby clinic will be held
Be it Resolved That Weymouth
Monday afternoon at the District Grange. No. 565 ha5 lost a valued
Nursing Association Rooms from 2 and faithful member Her loyalty
to 4 Dr. Flank Kibbe will be in to our Order, friendliness toward
attendance
Immunizations
for all. and outstanding example of
| faithful membership serve as a
whooping cough, diphtheria and source of inspiration;
tetanus will be given.
Be it Further Resolved: That a
copy of the^e resolutions be sent
Lamont's Barber Shop closed to the widower, Ralph Crawford,
upon the records
Mondays beginning Feb 4
15-lt a copy spread
and a copy sent to The CourierRemember this date! Thursday Gazette.
Dear Sister, you are not forgotten,
February 21. It is the day the Rock Though on earth you are no more,
land Lions Club is holding their Still in memory you are with us
Charity Food — Rummage — and As you always were before.
Abbie Stanley,
Auction Sale at the Community
Greta Clark.
Building. If you have anything
Madeline Hanley,
around your place you do not want, 15-lt
Comm on Resolutions ;
cannot use. please bring “it” to the
Community Building
and Bud
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express nay heartfelt j
Sprowl will be pleased to accept
your donation for this worthy thanks to the neighbors and
friends, to Weymouth Grange, and ,
cause.
15*17
especially to Mayflower Temple.
Pythian Sisters, for their many
thoughtful kindnesses during the
illness of my dear w’>fe and in my .
sorrow
Ralph W Crawford ,
Thomaston, Jan. 30. 1952
15-lt

That Generations

Prescriptions
Carefully Compounded

to Come may

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

1-tf

RUSSELL

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf
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choosing t family monu
ment, your choice is not
only for yoU*" lifetime, but
for generations to come. "’f can
help you find
lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock

k

I

of Ages family inor.u<T'fn,‘ibacked bv a signed guarantee
jou, )<*ur heirs, or yoUf descender

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL. 98
TEL. 2151

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
3-S-tf

The North Haven Baptist Church
will observe with other Churches of
our Country, a Memorial Service
for the four Chaplains who gave
their lives for their Country in the
Second World War, going down
with the torpedoed US transport,
Dorchester They gave their life
belts to enlisted men The Ameri
can Legion and the Legion Auxil
iary will attend the service in a
body. Rev George R Merriam an
nounces.
The national commander, Donald
R Wilson, has called upon the 17,333 posts of The American Legion
and the 14.000 Units of the Amer
ican Legion Auxiliary, represent
ing a combined membership of al
most 4.000,000 to take the initia
tive in a mighty and continuing re-,
dedication of faith in God, a pro
gram urging church attendance ev
ery Sunday and prayer for divine
guidance every night. Sunday com
memorates the 9th anniversary of
the fateful day on which the im
mortal "Four Chaplains" gave
their lives when the Dorchester was
torpedoed in the North Atlantic.
At the 33rd National Convention
at Miami a resolution was passed
calling for the recognition of this
historic and inspiring event by ob
serving this date, or the Sunday im
mediately preceding or following it,
as ‘Go to Church Sunday' through
out our nation and encouraging and
urging our people to attend the
church of their choice and pray to
God to hasten the day of enduring
peace.
He urges the Chaplain and Com
mander of every Legion Post and
the Chaplain and Commander of
every Auxiliary Unit to make every
effort to arrange appropriate ser
vices in the churches of their com
munity on the designated date "I
hope these services will be the be
ginning of a continuing movement
of church attendance every Sun
day and prayer to God every day.”
The North Haven Legion com
mander is Arthur M Patrick and
the Chaplain, James K. Oldroyd.
The president of the Legion Auxil
iary is Mrs Kenneth Gillis and the
chaplain is Mrs Lewis S. Burgess
There will be a place for everyone
and it is hoped that many will at
tend this Memorial Service.
BORN

Arsenault—At Miles Memorial
Hospital, Damariscotta, Ja.n. 26,
to Mr. and Mr. John Arsenault, a
daughter—Stephanie Gail.
Stickney—At Camden Commun
ity Hospital, Jan 29. to Mr. ind
Mrs Almon Stickney of Belfast,
a daughter.
Pietroski—At
Ki ox
Hospital,
Feb. 1, to Mr and Mrs Joseph J.
Pietroski. a son.

DIED
Larson—At Flushing. LJ.. NY

Jan. 21, Henry Larson, formerly
of Vinalhaven
Sholes—At Vinalhaven. Jan 30.
Mrs. N. Cook Sholes.
Porter — At Malden, Mass,. Jan.
26. Lilia E 'Putnam' aged 82
years.
( ARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere
thanks to the nurses and doctors
for their care during my stay at
Knox Hospital, also do I wish to
thank all my friends for their
cards, notes of cheer, beautiful
flowers, plants and other gifts.
These are things money can't buy
and they mean so much.
Mrs Eugene Rackliff.
Spruce Head, Me
15*lt

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Stanley
Frankowski. who passed away
Feb. 4. 1950.
There is someone who misses you
sadly
And finds time long since you
went,
There is someone who thinks of
you daily
And tries to be brave and con
tent,
But our hearts just ache with sad
ness
And our eyes shed many tears.
God alone knows how we miss you
At the end of just two long
years.
Wife, children and grandchil
dren.
15’ lt

AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF
APPRECIATION AND THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest R. Davis
of Port Clyde wish to extend their
most sincere thanks to all their
friends and relatives who took part
in making their recent Golden
Wedding Anniversary celebration
such a huge success.
Also they wish to extend their
deepest appreciation to all their
friends who sent lovely flowers,
telegrams, and letters of congrat
ulations. including Governor and
Mrs. Payne.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest R. Davis,
Port Clyde, Me.
15-lt

Senator Cross Makes An Emphatic State
ment To Knox County Sheriffs

A group of telephone company employees at the party Tuesday night which honored Edward Dear
born who will leave for active service with the Marines on Feb 9 He was given a cigarette lighter and a
sum of money by fellow employees he has been employed in tiie tine and repair crew for about five years.
In the group above, left to right; Mrs 1 red Eddy of Canvlrii. Mn CharlM In." ItMkhal
I,., \>. ,rd
Rockland; Fred Eddy, making presentation; Edward Dearborn, Camden; Charles Duff, Rockland: Mrs.
Edward Deaborn; Fred Colson, Rockland; rear. Harold Folsom, of Rockland

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS

Lions At Camden
Camden-Rockport Club Is
Again Represented In
Korea
Camden-Rockport Lions Club is
again represented in Korea. Lion
Alton SmaU having that honor. The
latest letter received by the club is
dated from Japan. Jan. 5th. but la- '
ter letters are from Korea within a
week later. Lion Alton reports a;
pleasant Christmas in Japan al
though his thoughts were in Cam
den He was pleased about Jim's
homecoming (Jimmy Johnson) and
lead about it in the Camden Her
ald. Wishes to thank all who sent
him Christmas cards and wants to
be remembered to all his friends.
He concludes "we are expecting
a move very soon, when or where I
can't tell you, but I’ll tell you it
isn't back to San Francisco as much
as I wish it were. I want to extend
to all members of the club a very
happy New Year and with God will
ing I'll be back in active status byNovember "
Incidentally there are at least
four Camden boys in Korea at the
moment. Resides Alton, Buck Has
tings, Jr, Francis Eaton and Dick
Ames are reported in that wartorn land.
Lion Norm Fuller from Orlando..
Florida says "come on down!"
Lion Jin, Johnson and Dandylion Peg have the sympathy of
their friends due to the misfortune
of their young son Philip, who broke
his leg in a fall at their home on I
Knowlton street last week Philip,
with both legs in a traction, and
not yet two years old. is a wonder
ful patient.
Lion Bill Chater is convalescing
at his home after his return from
Knox Hospital.
A note from Bun LaBarge now in
Norfolk. Va, states he is teaching
the 7th grade there.
Greater individual interest and
activity in government was the
theme of an address delivered by
Leroy T. Snowdon. Executive Sec
retary of the Maine Petroleum In
dustries Committee, Augusta, at
the meeting Tuesday night. Mr
Snowdon’s remarks were illustra
ted by a slide film entitled "It’s
Your Business," which explained
the actual operation of the Maine
Legislature and the part which in
dividual citizens, through group
action, can play in its deliberations.
It is our responsibility as citizens
not only to vote intelligently by de
termining the qualifications of can
didates for office. The combination
of an awakened electorate and an
informed legislature will give us
what we all want good government.
The Unity Lions Club, which is
sponsored by the Belfast Lions, will
hold its charter night Sunday Feb.
4 Lions wishing to attend see club
secretary Roy Morang. Dick Thom
as was initiated into the CamdenRockport Lions Club. His sponsor
was Bob Waterman. The Lions were
sorry to hear of the death of Lion
Bill Kelley's mother.

VETERANS

Of World War II
Can Now Buy a

Camden—Gals, are you remem
bering the Sadie Ilawkins Dance
at the new gym on Eeb. 2? Let’s all
join in and have a good time.

were given hearing tests by Mrs.
Rockland—Mrs. Viik’s period Six
Hilda George last week.
English Glass is starting the study
Rockland—A very interesting talk of Hamlet this week. They have
was heard in social studies period just finished reading Macbeth.

two on Friday The speaker was
Rockland—The Junior High stu
Robert Crie, a Sophomore. His sub dents will, as in the past have
ject was Rockland Years Ago.
charge of the Circus as their part
Warren—A new typing class of of the Kippy Karnival program.
Juniors has been started for the
Rockland—Mrs. Ella Gatcombe,
next semester.
who Ls a surgical patient in Knox
Thomaston—Milton D. Proctor, Hospital, has resigned her position
President of Westbrook Junior Col in the English Department of Rock
lege spoke to the Junior and Senior land High School. She has been
girls on the College Tuesday succeeded by Charles King of Bel

morning.

fast.

Rockport—Miss Joanne Merrill,
home economics
student from
Farmington State Teacher’s College
has completed a six weeks’ student
teaching course under the supervi
sion of Miss Ethel Fowler, home
economics teacher at the high
school. She has now returned to re
sume her studies at the college.

Rockland—Junior High
rank
cards were given out Wednesday.

Rockland — The French
Club
made nearly $15 on the last series
of fudge sales.

NORTH HAVEN

Rockland—Grade Eight in Mrs.
Leavitt’s room began a unit of
study on South America with a les
son in Spanish taught by Mrs.
Connors of the high school. Many
of the pupils are now using the
Spanish form of their own given
names and greeting each other in
Spanish. Mrs. Connors kindly of
fered to give a follow-up lesson la
ter.
Rockland—Oliver Curtis a for
mer Rockland High student visited
Junior High Monday. He gave a
very interesting talk on his exper
iences in the Navy to Miss Brown’s
seventh graders. He also gave a
very informative talk on his visit
to Old Ironsides and urged stu
dents to study the old papers and
documents concerning this histori
cal ship.

Camden—Report cards for the
second quarter were given out on
Wednesday, January 23.
Rockland—Two new pupils ha\e
entered Mrs. Leavitt’s room. They
are Virginia McPhee of Rockport
and George Earl of Camden.

Warien—The mid-year exams
have ended and report cards will
be available soon.
Rockland—Decorations for Kippy
Karnival are being made by the art
class under the direction of Miss
Reardon, faculty advisor.

Rockland—Students who are cur
rently working in the canteen are

WmhiHomis
'•
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PHONE 33 3

MRS BARBARA ADAMS
Correspondent
Telephone 75-13

The Raising of Chiefs of Mo
narda Council, D. of P, of Vinal
haven was held on Tuesday evening
at Redmen's Hall with Chief
Deputy Nellie Robinson as install
ing officer, assisted by Senior Past
Chief Alice Whittington.
The following Chiefs will serve
for 1952: Prophetess. Florence Lawson; Pocohontas, Beatrice Ewell;
Wenonah, Bessie Geary; Powhatan,
Melville Smith.
Keeper of Records. Ruth Billings;
Collector of Wampum. Sophronia
Tolman: Keeper of Wampum. Alice
Whittington: First Scout,. Mabel
Oakes; Second Scout. Nellie Rob
inson.
First Runner, Charlotte Coombs;
Second Runner, Hildred Hildings;
First Councilor, Mary Wentworth;
Second Councilor. Evelyn Young.
First Warrior. Lucy Skoog; Sec
ond Warrier. Minnie Beckman;
Third Warrior. Beulah Cotter;

Percy Tolman.
Fied Maxey of Thomaston and
Mason Johnson of Rockland were
overnight guests Monday of Mr.
and Mrs. Forrest Adams.
Daniel Pendleton was guest of
honor at a going away party given
by members of the Grange last
Thursday night. He vas given a
purse of money as a going away
gift. "Danny" reports Feb. 2 for
induction into the Armed Forces.
The Legionnaires were hosts at
a scallop stew supper at the Legion
Hall Wednesday night.
Guests
were fathers and friends of the
members.
Mrs. Gerald Adams and son
"Skipper" were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest Adams for several
days last week.
The card party for the benefit
of the March of Dimes, which was
held at the K. oi P Hall last Sat
urday night was well attended.
The sum of $13 plus was raised for
the Polio Fund.
"Uncle Bob" Andrews has re
turned to the Isiand alter spend
ing a week on the mainland, in
Boston and Thomaston.
There will be another Public
card pjrty at the K of P Hall
Wednesday. Feb. 13, in observance
of Valentines Day.
Selectman Ray Beverage has
been confined to his home, due to
illness, but is reported to be
much better.

2nd FL,

OF MAINE
(FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG.) 356 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Phone: 1133 • Phillip Campbell, YES MANager
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
Loops mode to residents of oil surrounding towni

Usd’s

For social items in The OourlsrGazette Phone 1044. City
*1

$200! . . . Save You Trouble, Disap

This valuable FREE book, pub
lished by Acousticon Research
Laboratories — U.S. GOVERN
MENT EXPOSE OF HEAR
ING AIDS—tells the whole truth
about the shocking conditions
among the hard-of-hearing—
tells how you can be helped —
based not on what any manufac
turer says, but on what the U.S.
Public Health Service says!
You can’t afford not to have
this great new book! It can save
you the heartache, anxiety and

FHAF l/KCS TO SAY FFS**

FINANCE CO.

Anonymous.

pointment! ... Protect Your Hearing!

Loans $1000 and less on Signature, Furniture, or Car

SYSTEM

Alcoholics

Groups. Women's Groups. Box 711.
Rockland.
9-U

New FREE Book Can Save You Up lo

It’s “Yes” to 4 out of 5

~yba»i

Fourth Warrior, Aphia Dickey;
Guard of Forest, Harry Young;
Guard of Tepee, Wendel Smith.
Sister Beatrice Ewell, Pocahontas,
acting for the Council, presented
gifts to Sisters Nellie Robinson and
Alice Whittington and a Past Po
cahontas Jewel to Sister Florence
Lawson.
After the ceremonies, the mem
bers and their guests enjoyed
dancing, music by Ellen Conway
and Cameron Rae, Jr., and re
freshments were served by Sisters
Mary Wentworth. Ruth Billings
and Beatrice Ewell.
At the next regular meeting, Feb.
5, the anniversary wil be celebrated.
Supper w il be served at 6.30.

DON’T BUY A HEARING AID
UNTIL YOU READ
THIS FREE BOOK

Don't borrow unnecessarily, but if a
loan is lhe right answer, phone, write,
or tome in. Employed men and wom
en—married or single- are welcome.

To Pay

WARREN

Its Chiefs In Tuesday Night Ceremony

3. Come In ... see YES MANager.

YEARS

GARAGE

Vinalhaven's Monardo Council Raised

2. Write ... for application. Fill
out and mail or bring in. Cash
promptly upon approval.

HENRY J
OR ANY OF OUR GOOD
'49-’5O-’51 USED CARS
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deeds and probate are. as noted,
for the most part efficient individ
uals If poor administration exists
it is not basically the fault of the
position, but the holder of the of
fice and that Is In the hands of the
voter directly
Senator Cross urged that when
the Legislative Research Commit
tee meets with the representatives
of the different counties as they
shortly will that both sides thor
oughly and dispassionately discuss
all the problems that present them
selves and attempt to find a solu
tion It is certain some way can
be found, for instance, of removing
the friction that seems to exist be
tween the county enforcement of
ficers and the State Police.
Amendment to the present laws
to spell out specifically the 'chain
of command’ in law enforcement
should be carefully considered, as
there is no question of the dupli
cation of the effort which now ex
ists in this field. An around-the-table attitude to work out common
problems is a Must if we hope to
see the citizen protected by proper
law enforcement Co-operation be
tween the agency, local, county and
State is the solution.”
"Any change in the present set
up would tend to bring about cen
tralization of Government at the
State level," said Senator Croat.
This must not be We must see to
it that local government is contin
ued and that the people as a whole
may retain their responsibility of
electing officials and by their own
votes determine who shall and
who shall not administer the laws
in their respective counties. Cen
tralized government cannot effi
ciently administer the affairs of
the State's political sub-divisions.
The local form of government can
maintain a closer over-sight of all
local affairs The county form ol
government has stood the test of
years Let's re-examine it, bring it
up to date if necessary, but let's
stick to those principles that have
for over a century and a quarter
been the foundation upon which
Maine has prospered.”

ISLAND POCAHONTAS INSTALL

1. Phone First ... and make ap
pointment for fast 1-visit loan.

OR

DREWETTS

Rockland—Miss Brown and her
seventh grade pupils are preparing
a program to be given Monday
night, Feb. 4, for the Junior-Senior
P.T.A. meeting.

Camden—T. O. Parker of Mount
Ida was at the high school Monday
morning and spoke to those senior
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lowell and
girls who are interested in a higher son. Frank, were guests last week
education.
of Mrs. Lowell's mother, Mrs.

KAISER

3

Mandy Tootill, Verna Valenta, Ed
ith Dennis.Ruth Tootill, Ronald
Pease, John Bird. John Black, Dale
Knight. John Boynton, Joel Mc
Lain and George Hooper.

Waldoboro—A fudge sale was
Thomaston—The T. II. S. band
held, by the Junior Red Cross
Council on Thursday. Jan. 24, dur gave a concert Wednesday, Jan.
ing the lunch period A $5 profit 30.
from the sale was donated to the
Rockland—The Latin Club is
March of Dimes.
planning to buy a bust of Julius
Thomaston—T. H. S. students Caesar for Mrs. Pitt’s room.

AND HAVE UP TO
for families of all re
ligious faiths in a wide
choice of prices.

The county form of government'
should be retained in the State of
Maine
any effort to amend it
should be constructive and in the
line of better efficiency and public
relations.”
Supplementing this declaration
at a meeting of the Knox County
Sheriff's Association in Rockland
last night. Senator Burton M Cross
of Augusta, president of the Maine
Senate and candidate for the nomi
nation as Governor on the Repub
lican ticxet in June, said:
"The county system and town
meetings are the very heart of our
system in Maine. Local enforcement
officials close to the people are the
final guarantee of our freedom.
Centralization of government is not
the answer in Maine due primarily
to our many rural counties and
small towns.”
Senator Cross agreed that the
present county system is not per
fect. There are changes that might
be made that would be beneficial
both to the State as a whole and
to the officials of the county.
"More and more is the tendency
developing to toss responsibility in
to the laps of the higher levels of
government,' said Senator Cross.
"There are those who are continu
ally urging that Maine has out
grown its county system, that many
of the duties performed under the
present plan could be better han
dled at the State level
"I cannot agree with this atti
tude To any one who has examined
the situation carefully, it is evi
dent that the great majority of
county officials are performing
their duties in an efficient manner.
Law enforcement and the proba
tion system seem to be the special
points of attack. To place these un
der State control would neither
make for economy nor efficiency.
County or some other political di
vision would have to be set up for
administration and personnel would
be required to man these points
with the result that no actual gain
could be made. All county offices,
ommissioners. clerks, register of

1
I
I
I
obligation — tho naw FREE book, U.S.
AIDS, that tails tho whala trulfc ebeet
1
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Acousticon Research Laboratories

|

Jamaica 1, N.Y.
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Sand ma
abcoiutaly without colt or
GOVERNMENT expose’ OF HEARING
hearing aidi, and tolls how I can ba halpad.
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distress of trying to hear with a
hearing aid that isn’t right for
you. U.S. GOVERNMENT EX
POSE OF HEARING AIDS
tells you exactly the kind of help
you need and shows you why you
should accept nothing leas —
based on the scientific and im
partial recommendations of the
U.S. Public Health Service. The
supply is limited, so mail coupon
today for your FREE copy of
this valuable book.
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 2, 1952

AT THE STRAND SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

AT KNOX THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

at Norway. Maine, with bond.

INEZ FRENCH SKOLFIELD,
late ol Thomaston, deceased'. Will
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
MRS ALLIE LANE
and Petition for Probate thereof
Correspondent
asking that the same may be
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
Telephone 85
proved and allowed and that Let
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
ters Testamentary ia'ue to Anna
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
B French of Thomaston, she being
•nee for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
Woodcock - Cassie - Coombs Post.
the executrix named therein, with
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
American Legion, and the Ladies’
out bond.
words to a line.
Auxiliary will attend in a body the
JOHN TRAYNOR. late of South
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called. I. e advertisements which
evening serice at Union Church
Thomiston, deceased. Will and Pe
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
Sunday, February 3. at 7 o’clock.
tition for Probate thereof asking
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
that the same may be proved and
Mrs Barbara Heatey was hostess
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
allowed and that Letters Testa
to
the
Nit
Wit
Club
Tuesday
night
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
mentary issue to Mamie Traynor
for a delightful social evening and
of South Thomaston, she being the
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Ilunch.
j executrix named therein, without
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
bond.
The Night Hawks were enter
•a received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular ac
ELIZABETH A. HEALEY, late of
tained Wednesday night by Mrs.
counts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a Line.
Warren, deceased Will and Peti
Roy Arey at her home on School
tion for Probate thereof asking
street Lunch was served followed
that the same may be proved and
by a pleasant social evening passed
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
allowed and that Letters Testa
with several forms of handiwork.
mentary Issue to Augusta B. Healey
EARIA’ cut loose Hay for sale
COMMERCLAL Hot Point Elec| of Warren, she being the executrix
Mrs. O. V. Drew entertained the
No wet. JOHN FBTBRSON, B< a I trie Range for sale; also 50-Gal.
: named therein, without bond.
Road. Rockland.
15 17 Electric Hot Water Heater; Po- Non-Eaters Thursday at her home
LULU B SIMMONS, late of
; tato Dicer for french fries; Elec- on High street. Dinner was served
REFRIGERATION
; Thomaston, deceased. Will and
• tri: Deep Fryer; Electric Grill; at noon and the afternoon happily
After inventory, reduction sale.
Petition for Probate thereof asking
Richard Basehart and Gene Evans sift the quiet of the night for
Nation;! Cash Reg.; 6 Counter passed with sewing and knitting.
refrigerator? and freezers. See us
that the same may be proved and
sound of infiltrating North Korean soldiers in 20th Century Fox’s "Fixed
S'ools. plastic top: everything here
before you buv
| allowed and that Letters TestaThe Willing Workers of the Lat Bayonets,” the heralded war drama opening at Rockland’s Strand Theatre '
;ht new. used less than a year
TRI-COUNTY FARM EQUIP CO
: mentarv issue to Alfred M. Strout
ter Day Saints Church met Wed on Sunday. Local engagement will continue through Monday night..........
J. B PAULSEN, 20 Pacific St.
116 Park St.
Rockland
of Thomaston, he being the execu
15*17 nesday at the Church. The after
14*19
Carv Grant and Betsy Drake, husband and wife in real life, become tor named therein, without bond.
noon was passed with sewing and ed the evening prayer meeting.
EVA N. WINCAPAW, late of
involved with several mischievous youngsters in “Room For One More,”
The Weekly Church Night meet
PAINT Sprayer for sale. 3 h. p.
to honor her birthday Mrs. Rena
REAL ESTATE
Warner Bros.' romantic comedy-drama whieh bows Into Knox Theatre Friendship, deceased Will and Pe
motor; also 2 Immersion heaters:
WARREN
Johnson was given a shower of ing held at Union Church vestry
on Sunday. Norman Taurog directed.
tition for Probate thereof asking
2 flexible shafts.
core; electro
RE\L ESTATE WANTED
ALENA L. STARRETT
cards and an attractively decorated Wednesday night, with a large at
that the same may be proved and
plating set with chemicals PaimCorrespondent
Four one-family. 3 or 4 bedroom birthday cake. Supper was served tendance was under the direction
gren Rotary milling table. Tel. modern Dwellings in Rockland,
mond Pendleton, pianist. Tenta Donations to the Sunshine Fund allowed and that Letters TestaTelephone
49
Camden 582 between 7 a m and wanted for immediate purchase by and many of those present attend- of the music committee, Mrs. Elsie
tive date for installation was set will be gratefully received. Sunday nentarv issue to Percy O Winca
paw of Friendship, he being the
Calderwood. Mrs. Elizabeth Earle.
1 p. rn. R. F. BLAISDELL.
13*16 1 cash buyers. FRANK A. WHEEL
for Feb. 12. each member to invite morning.
v-—:tor named therein, without
Mrs.
May
Tolman,
Mrs.
Audrey
Members
of
St
George
Lodge
one guest.
Sermon themes Sunday at the bond.
WASHING Machine for sale. EN. General Insurance-Real Es
WANTED
MacDonald.
Mrs.
Rita
Arey.
Mrs.
AF.AM. will meet at the hall,
Good buy. TEL. 619-M.
13-15 tate Brokerage. 21 North Main
Dorcas Circle of Kings Daugh Baptist Church will be. at 19 a. m,
ESTATE LEROY F. CHASE, late
street, Rockland. Me. Tel. 830.
MARRIED Man to live and work Louise Anderson, Mrs. Gertrude Monday night for a get-together ters will meet Monday afternoon "The More Excellent Way," fol
of Rokland. deceased
Petition
LADIES' Clothing for sale: size
15-lt on Poultry Farm. Waldoboro, Me. Sellers, Dr Cameron Rae, Arthur card party.
with Mrs J. Homer Nelson.
lowed by Communion, and at 7 p for administration asking that
16-18.
Men’s Suits. Top Coat.
TEI
153.
or
Rockland,
TEL.
Brown.
Mrs.
Anderson
acted
as
FOR SALE
Miss Betty Forss of the Univer
Price reasonable. TEI,. 1583-M;
Tickets are out for the public m . "What the Bible Says About T MU I • L Chase of Wellesley,
15tf plans. The meeting opened with
Why pay rent when you can own 664-R.
Mas*’.chusetts, or some other suit
129 Rankin St.
13*15
sity of Maine is passing a few days oyster stew supper to be served be Healing."
this two-familv Dwelling at 121
able THTeon. be appointed adminisMEN
and
Women
wanted. the singing of hymns, followed by here with her parents, Mr. and tween 6 and 8 p. m. next Thursday
DINING Table and four chairs | Pleasant Street for $3000? Seven ROCKLAND POULTRY CO, Till
■ra*er without bond
prayer by Rev.- W. S. Stackhouse, Mrs. Edward Forss, during mid in the dining room of the IOOF
for sale. Good cond. Price rea rooms front apartment; 5 rooms son Ave. Apply In Person.
WEST
ROCKPORT
ESTATE IEROY M JIPSON,
Scripture reading Mrs. May Lawry. year examinations. She will be
sonable; 81 WALDO AVE
13 15 rear apartment, barn connected
block, under the auspices of the
15-17 The program was an original sketch
Walter
Andrews
and
Nell late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
joined
here
for
the
week-end
by
tax
low
and
near
South
School.
Warren
Lions
Club
George
E.
MAPLE Crib for .ale, $5; pair
Colburn who have been home on tion for Administration asking that
VETERANS’ Trucking wanted. entitled "Memory Book." written her roommate at the University.
Gray, supper chairman, will be as
of Skis, pair Ski Boots, .ze 6. Ski FRANK E WHEELER. General Reasonable rates. TEL. 597-R.
EtMvina F Jipson of Rockland, or
furloughs have returned to their
and
presented
by
Mrs.
Elsie
Calder

Insurance-Real
Estate
Brokerage;
Pants TEL. 729-R.
14-16
' me other suitable person, be apsisted by B F Podkowa and Wil
13*15 wood. wearing a costume of the Miss Doris Martel of Berwick.
21 North Main St.. Rockland. Me.
respective camps Andrews went to oointed administratrix, without
Mrs. Ralph Norwood returned liam Davies. Mrs. B. J Pellicani
BENDIX
Automatic
Electric Tel. 830
15-lt
South Carolina and Colburn to bond.
SECOND-Hand Piano wanted; style of many years ago. Selections
Drver for sale. Inquire 235 MAIN
home Thursday from Knox Hos will have charge of the dining
SIX-Room House in South reasonable, for children’s play from the Memory Book included a pital, Rockland, where she received room. Publicity is directed by Mr. New Jersey.
ESTATE EMILY A. WATER
8T
14-16
room. TEL. 1252-J.
13*15 solo by Mrs. Elizabeth Earle ac
MAN. late of South Thomaston,
Harold
Tolman,
who
spent
most
Thomaston, with bath, for sale.
Pellicani
and
Paul
Dillaway
solicit

treatment.
EASY Spin-Dryer Washer for Contact KATHLEEN SPRUCE. So.
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales companied by Joseph Dyer on the
of his childhood in this community de-ea«»d. Petition for Adminissale. Reasonably priced, excellent Thomaston. Tel 981-W4.
Anyone in this town wishing to ed. Committee handling the tick
14-16 Service and Repair. Write or Call accordion; duet. Mrs. Doris R Arey
has returned from Germany where ’ ration asking that Harry L.
condition. TEL. 964.
14-16
258 Water St., Augusta. TEL. 3770. and Mrs. Cora Peterson; minuet - give blood to the Red Cross may ets are. Fred Perkins. Jr.. Earl
Waterman of South Thomaston, or
he has been stationed with the some other suitable person, be apTWO-APT House at 49 Park St.
Smith
and
Leroy
McCluskey.
14tf
from Don Juan by Mrs. Hazel Cal notify Mrs. Carl Waisanen. local
STORM WINDOWS
for sale, occupied at presext. Price
U. S. Army for several years. With P'i-'ed
administrator.
without
FIVE-Horse Stationary Motor derwood in costume with piano ac- I Red Cross chairman, who will in
Hot Lunch Program
right. Inquire WALDOBORO GA
Made of Guaranteed Rustless
his wife and son he is spending a bond.
RAGE 118 Park Rt Te! 475
95tf wanted. Must be in A-l condition. companiment by Mrs. Calderwood; turn make arrangements for the
Aluminum
Volunteers for the school hot furlough with his parents, Mr. and
FSTATE WILLIAM A. YOUNG,
NORMAN
DRINKWATER. So
donors to get to the mobile unit lunch program for next week are:
BURROWES Corp, of Portland
Mrs Donald Tolman at their home late of Rockland, deceased. PetiThomaston. Tel. 1089-M2.
13-15 reading, Mrs. Peterson: solo. Mrs.
Cash or Terms
when the dates are set for it to be Mrs. Walter Feyler. Feb. 4: Mrs.
EGGS & CHICKS
’:cn for Administration asking that
in East Union.
ELDERLY People wanted to Dorothy Bennett. The meeting was in Thomaston, for this purpose.
E. T. LONG, Factory Rep.
Frederick L. Duran of Rockland, or
folowed
by
a
social
hour
and
re

Elmer
Overlock.
Feb
5
Mrs
Paul
board
in
nice
home.
Tel.
W.
Ap

The Tuesday Club met this week omn other suitable person, be ap
113 Camden St.
SEX-Link Cockerels for sale, 5c
Mrs. Ernest Campbell, chairman Dillaway. Feb. 6; Mrs. Albert Mank.
128-S-Th-tf each, every week. Pullet Chicks pleton 12-13. EDITH MADDOCKS, freshments were served by the
administrator,
without
of the polio campaign, appointed Sr., Feb. 7: and Mrs. Doris Heald. with Mrs. Margaret Andrei- s. Next pointed
Burkettville.
13*15
committee.
The
meeting
next
,
BENDIX Automatic Washing sold out for Feb. and March. FewTuesday Mrs. Ralph Billings will bond.
two
additional
captains
in
the
Wednesday night, Feb. 6, will be
Feb. 8. Mrs. Everett Draper sub be the hostess at her home in
Machine for sale.
Stationary open date- in April. Inoculated
ESTATE ADELAIDE E. CATCESSPOOLS AND
in charge of the non-resident com Mothers' March against polio, held stituted Feb 1 in the program.
model, A-l condition. Price given for Newcastle if desired. BYRON
T.ND, late of Rockland, deceased.
Rockland.
Thursday
night.
They
were
Mrs.
i
on inspection. TEL. 1071.
lt-16 MILLS. Waldoboro. Me. Tel. 51-3.
SEPTIC TANKS
mittee, Mrs. Mora Thomas, chair
Chur< h News
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Starr left Petition for Administration, d.b.n.
14tf
Lillias Lindsey and Mrs. Doris
Cleaned By Machine
man.
asking that Nathaniel J. Stone of
“
Seeing
the
World
Through
the
Sunday
in company with Mr. and Thomaston, or some other suit
Heald.
Henry Larson
SEX-LINK Pullets. Cockerels or |
C. E FENDERSON
Eyes
of
Jesus.
”
further
discussion
Mrs. Matthew Starr of Rockville; able person, be appointed adminis
Six women attended the first 1
129 Rankin St. TEL. 1589-M
straight-run Chicks for sale, from {
Henry Larson who was a resi
TEL. ROCKLAND 1314
of the Sermon on the Mount, will for a month's sojourn in Florida. trator, d.b.n, without hand.
some of the best combined meat 1
OR WRITE SACO. ME.
dent of Vinaihaven for many years, Extension Association shirt making I be the Sunday morning sermon
and egg Pullorum-clean, Maine- j
Arthur Clark, who is confined to j ESTATE HARRY WU SON LOVE
12*17 died on Jan. 24 in Flushing, Long class held Tuesday night at the j
US. Approved
breeding stock ;
topic at the Congregational Church. the house by illness is improving.1 JOY. late of Union, deceased.
available In the East. Can be in- 1 STEADY Position for experi- j Island after a prolonged illness of home of Mrs. Marion Wyllie.
need Salesgirls in Ladies’ Ready In addition to the usual services j Petition for Allowance presented by
clothing leader of the Warren Ex- '
Mildred Lovejoy of Union, widow.
plate, and valve job. $125 C. R oculated for Newcastle disease if to Wear Store. Top salary paid j several years.
Notices
Ot
Appointment
tension
Association.
Tentative
date
I
at
the local church Sunday will be
desired. Lowest prices. DUTCH
ESTATE JESSIE B WALL, late
for right person. Write CS, % 1 Moving to Flushing, Long Island, for the second class in this project
NBCK
HATCERY,
Melville
Davis.
I,
Willis
R
Vinal,
Register
of
the
Young
Peoples'
meeting
at
6
ren 55.
of Rockland, deceased. First and
lOtf in 1944. he and Mrs. Larson have is set for Feb. 11 at the Warren ! Probate for the County of Knox
Tel. 122-23. Waldoboro. Me.
8tf i The Courier-Gazette.
P. M followed by the evening evan- , Final Account presented for allow
in the State of Maine, hereby cer
WOMEN without previous ex made their home with their daugh
ance by Pearl Borgerson, execu
lbs., more or less, $14 each HARRY
perience are making $30 weekly by- ter, Helfred and daughter and Grade School, starting at 7.30 tify that in the following estates gelistic service at 7.
TO LET
Miss Elsie Andrews of this village trix.
GUKNEY, Union. Me Tel 3-12.
working convenient hours taking son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Olaf p. m.
the persons were appointed Admin
Fred Webel of North Warren will istrators.
ESTATE GEORGE A VANN AH,
Executors.
Guardians has been chosen as the D. A R.
THREE
Light
Housekeeping orders for Avon Products. Repre Johnson. During this period of ex
wanted in Rockland, tended ill health, he was given de speak on simple carpentry at an and Conservators and on the dates good citizen candidate from Rock JR . of Cushing. First and Final
APPLE HEADQUARTERS
Rooms to let. on second floor with sentatives
Union, Thomaston, Washington,
Account presented for allowance
all day meeting of the Warren Ex hereinafter named.
Macln’osh, Cortland, Spies
port high school.
hot water and bath, suitable for
Write voted care to make his latter years
by Marie B. Manchester, Guardian.
Tolman Sweets. R. E THURS two adults only. References re- i Liberty, North Haven.
GRACE
L.
GRANT,
of
Warren
tension
Association,
which
will
be
MRS RUSSELL JOHNSON. Wa as pleasant and comfortable as
ESTATE HAROI-D G. COLE,
TON, Thurston's Wharf. T
For a small inexpensive scranquired. MRS. LORD, 5 Bayview : terville. •
held Tuesday at the Congregation December 22. 1951 Alan L. Bird of
9*17 possible.
Ave. Tel. 336. Rockland.
Rockland was appointed Guardian book. you might use several sections late of Rockland, deceased. First
Square. Tel. 636-M.
13-15
al Chapel.
Mr.
Larson
was
born
in
Sweden
and qualified by filing bond on of unprinted newspaper which The and Final Account presented for
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart- 1
Mrs. Benjamin Starrett is pass same date.
in 1877 and came to the United
allowance by Retta J. Cole,
ment to let. Heated; 36 Pleasant 1 Rockland for plant foreman. Call States when he was a young man. ing a few days in Saco with her
Courier-Gazette has for sale at executrix.
ELIZABETH J. MONAGHAN,
St.
MIKE
ARMATA
Tel
1051
-R.
123*156
daughter, Miss Ruth Starrett. and late of St. George, deceased. De a very modest price
to offer, so call early. Fi
ESTATE MARGARET G STAHL,
13*15 1396.
14otf Most of his life was spent in her friend. Miss Margaret Small.
Information call NEIL RUi
late of Rockland, deceased. First
cember 18. 1951 Margaret E. Felt
Vinaihaven where he was employed
West Meadow Rd Tel. 408.
COLLEGE-trained Forester de
I'NION FARMERS’ MUTUAL
and Final Account presented for
MODERATE Rent to adults, unEleven members of the Congre of Thomaston was appointed exec
by the granite industry. He is sur
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
fum. 2-rm. Apt. priv. bath, re sires estate manager's Position. Ex
allowance by John L. Stahl, Ad
utrix. and qualified by filing bond
gational
Ladies'
Circle
met
Wed

vived
by
his
widow,
four
daughters.
perience
in
arboriculture,
land

frigerator, stove, cabinet sink. Good
ministrator.
Union, Maine
nesday at the chapel to cover seat on December 31. 1951.
Rockland location. TEL. Camden scape work and design. Capable Mrs. Axel Schylander. Mrs. Olaf
ESTATE NELLIE C. BAIRD, late
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1951
HELEN W BOYDEN, late of
cushions
of
the
church.
Work
on
draftsman,
surveyor,
carpenter.
Li

Johnson,
Mrs.
Arthur
Melin
and
2853.
13*15
BODY and
Camden, deceased
November 20, Cash in office and bank.
$2,226.59 of North Haven, deceased. First
censed tree surgeon, veteran, age Miss Helfred Larson; one son, the covers was completed at a 1951 Richard M. Ott of Mason. Newar.d Final Account presented for
THREE-Room furnished Apt. to 32. family. Write E.S.M, % The
Henry Larson of Sweden, and two meeting held this afternoon at the Hampshire and Camden National
Gross cash assets,
$2,226 59 allowance by Sherman F Baird,
let, bath. Adults only; 57 PACIFIC Courier-Gazette.
FENDER WORK
14*16
Executor.
granddaughters. Ann and Helen chapel. Mrs. Willis Vinal was in Bank of Camden were appointed
ST . city.
1517
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1951
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work Melin.
charge of the project.
executors and qualified by filing 50 per cent cash premium, $428.07
ESTATE JOHN KOZAK, late of
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS
GARAGE for rent. Inquire 235 done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
It was voted at a special meet bonds on January 4. 1952. Gilbert
Vinalhavan, deceased First and
Funeral services were held at the
MAIN ST.
14-16 Union St., Grove St. entrance Tel.
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
$428.07 Final Account presented for allow
Total liabilities,
ing of the Warren Lions Club to Harmon of Camden was appointed
1680. EVA AMES.
10*15 Hallet Homestead Funeral Home
REPAIRS
1.798.62 ance by Gosta Johnson, executor.
Net cash assets.
APARTMENT to let, Thomassponsor a minstrel show for the Agent in Maine for Richard M.
in
Flushing.
Long
Island
on
Sun

Ott
DON'T discard your old or
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
Premium notes subject
to TEL. 249-4.
14*16
ESTATE MARSHALL T WHITE,
early Spring, with Howard Crock
17,010.00 late of Warren, deceased. First and
to assessment,
antique furniture Call H JOHN day, Jan. 27, with interment in
MAUD E. MAILHOTTE. late of
ett
directing.
FURNISHED
two-room
Apart

Rowling's Garage
NEWMAN for restoring and re- the family plot at Flushing Ceme
Owl’s Head, deceased January 15, Deduct all assess
Final Account presented for allow
ment to let. Elec, kitchen, auto- j
Mrs. Cornelius Overlock attended 1952 Joseph N. Mailhotte of Owl's
1.426 75 ance bv Mildred S. White, Special
ments and payments,
tery.
778 MAIN ST..
TEI.. 202-W
matic hot water: 67 TALBOT AVE. 1106-M
Friday
night
the
banquet
and
lec

ltf
Head
was
appointed
administrator,
Administratrix.
ROCKLAND, ME.
14*16 i
Balance due on pre
ture given the Victoria Society of and qualified by filing bond on
1-tf
ESTATE MARSH AIL T WHITE,
MINTURN
mium
notes,
$15583.25
same
date.
Maine at the ballroom of the EastONE-Room furnished Apt. to let; ' MISCELLANEOUS
late of Warren, deceased. First
Mr
.an
dMrs.
Milton
Haskell
of
JAMES
L.
DORNAN,
Secretary
also large front sunny Room, heat- |
A. WALKER BREWSTER, late
land Hotel in Portland.
and Final
Account presented
Deer Isle have been visiting his
15-6-21 for allowance by Mildred S. White,
NOTICE
ed; 29 Beech St. TEL. 1116-W
David White, Jr., son of Mr. and of Owl’s Head, deceased. January
14-16 | After this date I will be respon sister and brother-in-law Mr. and Mrs. David White, is passing sev 15. 1952 William I Brewster of
Executrix.
se only for those bills which I Mrs. Theodore Turner.
Probate Notices
Falmouth Foreside was appointed
ESTATE
MAURICE LEACH,
UNFURNISHED House of six contract personally.
eral days with his uncle and aunt, executor, without bond.
STATE OF MAINE
Mrs. Robert Joyce has returned
except Thurs. close at 6 o’clock
SR., late of Union, deceased. First
rooms with bath to let. One-pipe J
Frank A. Hallowell. home from Bar Harbor Hospital Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. White, at
To
all
persons
interested
RICHARD E. DUNN, late of
and Final Account presented for
furnace. Available Feb. 16. Adults.
Feb. 1, 1952.
15*17
West Bath.
Cushing, deceased
January 15, either of the estates hereinafter allowance by Irvine Leach, Admin
with her new baby, Laverne Nan
References. TEL. 291-W.
14*16,
ROOFING AND SIDING
The Help One Another Circle of 1952 Eliza Willey Walker of Thom named;
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS0 ~
istrator.
At a Probate Court held at Rock
APT. to let on second floor. Fur- : Send five questions, $1.00 stamped ette.
Kings Daughters will meet at 7 p. aston was appointed executrix and
ESTATE GEORGE A. LER
Mrs. Maurice Sprague is a patient
land,
in
and
for
the
County
of
nished only with stoves, with oil envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
m„ Monday night at the home of qualified by filing bond on Janu
windows, and doors. Free esti- heat.
MOND. late of Warren, deceased.
Sunny and comfortable. • advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett, atBar Harbor Hospital.
Knox,
on
the
fifteenth
day
of
ary 15, 1952.
Mrs. Jennie Keniston.
First and Final Account presented
Middle-aged couple preferred. Ap Mass. Full page reading enclosed
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Colbeth are
PERLEY B DELANO, late of January, in the year of our Lord for allowance by Percy W. Ler
B. J. Pellicani returned home
ply In Person at 28 JAMES ST
Prompt
replv
153-S-tf
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
the proud parents of a baby girl.
Friendship deceased. January 15
Rockland.
mond, executor.
lOtf
Ralph Closson of Southwest Har Thursday from a business trip to 1952 Annie L Delano of Friendship fifty-two, and by adjournment
ESTATE EDITH ALICE HICKS,
from day to day from the fifteenth
Chicago
and
Waukegan,
Ill.,
and
was
appointed
executrix,
without
SMALL
fur.
Apts,
to
let.
Apply
bor visited Miss Rose Sprague over
late of Rockland, deceased. Second
SCHOOL NOTICE
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
day
of
said
January
The
following
Milwaukee.
Mich.
He
was
met
in
In Person, 11 JAMES ST
149tf
bond.
the week-end.
Walks, Steps, Posts, Fireplaces,
matters having been presented for and Final Account presented for
Due to present demand for
Portland by Mrs. Pellicani.
CLARA LYNNE MADDOCKS. the action thereupon hereinafter allowance by Arthur StJ. Whiting
FURNISHED Apartment. 2 or 3
trained office help, advanced
Mooring Stones and Chain, Ash
New officers elected Tuesday in late of Watertown. Massachusetts, indicated it is hereby ORDERED: and Lucien K. Green, Executors.
rooms, JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant students Iwith previous com
TENANT’S HARBOR
lar, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
Georges River Lodge. K. of P, are: deceased. October 16. 1951 Robert
St. Tel. 829-M.
144tf
ESTATE BLANCHE L. OSGOOD,
mercial trainingi will be accept
That notice thereof be given to
Masonic
Installation
Foundation Stone.
Estimates
ed any Monday—Day School
Fred Perkins, Jr., chancellor com M. Glidden of Haddonfield, New all persons interested, by causing late of Rockland, deceased. First
HEATED and unheated furnished
Eureka Lodge of Masons recent mander; Hollis Weaver, vice Chan Jersey was appointed executor and a copy of this order to be published and Final Account presented for
gladly submitted. No obligation.
Classes.
Apts to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
ly installad as officers: Maynard cellor; Maurice E Davis, prelate; qualified by filing bond on Janu three weeks successively in The allowance by Constance O. Daniela,
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
Park St
Tels. 8060 or 1234.
ltf
ROCKLAND SCHOOL
TRIES (Successors to John Mee
Thompson, master; Albert Watts, George E. Gray, secretary; Herbert ary 15, 1952. Dudley C. Maddocks Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub Administratrix.
SANDING Machine and polisher
OF COMMERCE
han A Son), Clark Island. Me.
ESTATE FRANK L. DAVIS, late
senior warden; Frank Dowling, Kenniston. master of finance; Har of Appleton was appointed Agent lished at Rockland, in said County,
to let. Also a Wail Paper Steamer.
Te!. Rockland 21-W2 or Tenant’s
TEL. 148
245 MAIN ST
in Maine.
that they may appear at a Probate of Warren, deceased First and
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
junior warden: Wilho Elgland, old Searle, treasurer; Kenneth
Harbor 56-13.
1-tf
11-23
RUFUS G OVERLOCK, late of Court to be held at said Rockland Final Account presented for al
CO . 440 Main St
ltf
treasurer; Harlan Bragdon. sec Cousins, master at arms; Earl Rob Warren, deceased. July 17. 1951,
on the nineteenth day of February, lowance by Nellie E. Davis, execu
retary; John Sawyer, chaplain; inson, inside guard; Roland Star Curtis M. Payson of Union was ap A. D. 1962 at ten o'clock in the trix. .
Elmer Tibbetts, marshal; Henry rett, master of work; Roland Star pointed administrator and quali forenoon, and be heard thereon if
ESTATE JAMES OWEN QUINN,
BUY THE T/REfr
Paterson, senior deacon; Edward rett, trustee for three years; Ray fied by filing bond on January 15, they see cause.
late of Vinaihaven. deceased. Peti
NOTICE
1952.
MARIA MIKKOLA. late of tion for Administration asking that
Monaghan, junior deacon; Berton
JAMES E. McMAHON. late of Union, deceased. Will and Petition Ivan D. Quinn of Vinaihaven, or
The Town of Hope will receive, until February 9. 1952 at
YOU NEED NOW '
Ervin, senior steward;
Wilho
’ o'clock noon, sealed bids on properties located in Hope, acWorcester, Massachusetts, deceased. for Probate thereof, asking that some other suitable person, be ap
Salmi. Junior steward and Russell
4!nred by Tax Liens, and will execute quit claim deeds for their
18. 1951 Lillian W. Mc the same may be proved and al pointed
administrator, without
And Pay as Little as
FACTORY ENGINEERED December
Thomas, tyler. Lauriston Davis of
interest in the following property.
Mahon of Worcester. Mass., ap lowed and that Letters Testamen bond.
Friendship
was
installing
officer,
pointed executrix, and qualified by tary issue to Annie Larson of
Will Arrington, Woodlot
MARY P. DAVIDSON, late of
PARTS
9 Acres
filing bond on January 25. 1952. Fitchburg, Massachusetts, she be Leonardtown, Maryland, deceased.
assisted by his marshal, Ralph
Malcolm Libby. Poultry Picking Plant and Lot
For
A11
Chrysler
Make
Cars
Gilford B Butler of South Thom ing the executrix named therein, First andr Final account present
Charles Macintosh. Cottage Lot
Stahl.
Archie Reed, Woodlot
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
aston was appointed Agent in without bond.
100 Acres
ed for allowance by The Riggs Na
Musical selections on the pro
Mrs. Blanchard Smith, Woodlot
Maine.
10 Acres
MARIA MIKKOLA, late of tional Bank of Washington, D. C.,
DeSoto
gram were by Freddie Stimpson.
AUGUSTA CREAMER, late of Union, deceased. Will and Petition and Stuart C. Davidson, Executors.
The Selectmen reserve the right to reject any or all bids.
Also Dodge Job-Rated
Darla Thomas, Lorraine Thomas.
BITLER CAR &
Washington, deceased.
January for Probate thereof, asking that
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR.
RAYMOND E. LUDWIG,
HOME SUPPLY
Barbara Hyvarinen. Sonja Skog
Truck Parts
22. 1952 Carleton F. Weaver of the same may be proved and al Esquire, Judge of Probate Court tor
MAYNARD
H.
BOWLEY,
470 Main St
lund. Keith Monaghan, MarianneWashington was appointed execu lowed and that Letters Testamen the County of Knox, Rockland,
ROBERT C. WRIGHT,
' Rockland, Me.
tor, without bond
tary issue to Frank W. Bjorklund Maine.
Skoglund and Wilho Elgland.
NELSON
BROS.
GARAGE
Selectmen
of
Hope,
Maine.
TeL 677
Attest:
or Norway, Maine, Vice Consul for
Attest:
515 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Music for the installation was by
14-15
WILLIS R VTNAL. Register.
the Country of Finland for the
1-tf
WILT,IB R VTNAL. Register.
Mabel Wilson.

VINALHAVEN

15-6-21 j State of Maine with offices located
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

SOIL CONSERVATION NOTES
$2,575 In Prize Money Offered Boys and
Girls For Essays On "Conservation
Farming For Abundant Living"
Roy Cross

The National Grange and the
American Plant Food Council are
sponsoring an essay contest for
1952 on the subject of "Conser
vation Farming for Abundant
Living.”
The contest closes on March 31,
and any person who will not have
reached their 21st birthday by that
date is eligible In addition to six
national cash prize awards of $1,000
for first $500 for second; $400 for
third; and $300 for fourth, fifth
and sixth prizes, there will be three
state awards of $100. $50 and $25
for first, second and third prizes
respectively.
Length of essays shall be not
more than 800 words and the kind
f of essay prepared on Conservation
Farming for Abundant Living" is
entirely up to each entrant.
The conservation and wise use
of our soils are essential to abun
dant living and the economic well
being of our nation. Therefore, the
sponsoring organizations luge that
consideration be given to the prac
tical application of the subject to
the soils of the community, present
and future.
Further details of the rules of
the contest can be obtained from
the nearest Grange or from the
Soil Conservation Service tech
nician in the county. Soil Conser

,

vationist In the coastal area is
Roy Gross who maintains offices
on the second floor of the Rock
land post office, together with
other
government
agricultural
agencies.
In addition to the cash award,
the six national winners will re
ceive an all-expense paid trip to
attend the annual session of the
National Grange in Nov., 1952.
The youth of our Nation will
furnish the leadership so essential
to a productive and profitable
agriculture,” say the Grange and
Council, the sponsors of the con
test. Our objectives are to stimu
late new, intensive thought and
aggressive action (1) looking to
ward a continuation and improve
ment of means and methods,
emphasizing maximum economical
production, while, (2) at the same
time stressing the conservation of
our natural resources.” "In meet
ing our objectives, we believe our
contestants will find the key to
more abundant living."

Blueberries

Co-op Delegates

State Forester

Wentworth To Start Series United Farmers Name Latva
Of Meetings First Week
and Kajander To Annual
In March For Industry
Meeting At Fitchburg
More than a thousand persons
attended the meetings on blue
berries held last Winter, reports
Ralph C. Wentworth of Hope, dis
trict blueberry agent, in his an
nual report to the Maine Exten
sion Service.
Plans are now in progress for
another series of meetings which
will start the first week in
March.
Readers in Knox, Lincoln and
Waldo Counties will see an
nouncements of these meetings
later in The Courier-Gazette.

i

,
!

|
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4-H Dairy Show

«L.....
Bob Vmberger

the State s-H Club Dairy Show
to be held at Windsor Fair Grounds.
Plans for this event were drawn
up at a meeting of the state com
mittee Tuesday night at the Ex
tension Service office in Lewiston.
Robert Pike of Cornish, who rep
resented the jersey breeders, was
chairman of the meeting. Others
attending were: William Briggs of
Turner, Holstein Fresian Associa
tion, Warren Voter of Farmington,
Milking Shorthorn
Association;
Francis Buzzell and Sam Dorrance
of the State Department of Agri
culture, K. C Lovejoy, State 4-H
Club Leader of Orono; Paul Dowe,
4-H Club Agent in Twin Counties
and Loana S. Shibles, 4-H Club
Agent in Knox-Lincoln Counties.
Regulations and requirements will
be sent to all 4-H Dairy members
during February.

Bob Umberger, 30, graduate in
i forestry from the University of
Maine this year, has been assigned
to the Knox-Lincoln area as the
ied
at
piano
by
her
mother,
Mari

Mt. Pleasant Grange
State forester. He took up his duties
anne
Skoglund
of
St.
George.
The regular meeting of Mt.
Friday and will work out of the
The
lecturer
’
s
march
was
won
Pleasant Grange was held MonCounty Agent's office.
I day with visitors present from by Brother Milton Bassick of St.
A native of Salem, Ohio, he was
George
and
Olaf
Merrill
of
South
4-H Doings
Owl’s Head and Pleasant Valley.
stationed at Dow Field in Bangor
Cards of Thanks were received Hope; solo, Brother Huckins; during the war. As men will, he
from Sister Helena Mondean, stories by Ray Simmons and Dave met a girl, married and settled Washington Girls On First
thanking the Grange for her bas Mann; novelty number. 'Ship down in Bangor after the war. Four Year Sewing Project: Tip
ket of fruit given her on her 70th Ahoy!” Patricia Grant and Joyce years at the University of Maine
Toppers Planning Year
birthday, Jan. 25; also, one from Barnes; "Look Up,” read by Sister led to his graduation and assign
Jolly Highlanders worked on their
Sister Lillian Rackliffe of St. Simmons and story by Brother Hilt ment here as State f- ester.
George Grange for cards, gifts of St. George.
He will be availab n the future sewing at the meeting Monday
There were remarks by the fol to aid farmers in woodlot planning night held with Janet Lowe.
and flowers from the members.
lowing
visitors: Past Master Gould. and general forestry problems.
The next meeting is Monday
It was decided to take four can
County Agent's
Feb. 5 at Jackie Kaler's.
didates: Methyl Dietz, Herbert Megunticook Grange; Past Mas
Corner
Annis, Alma Ulmer and Warren ter Tolman, Mt. Pleasant; Master a ne-*' furnace and oil burner.
Washington
Ulmer to South Hope and have Merrifield, South Hope; Master The Home and Community Wel
Mary Ann Hutchins, secretary of
Frye,
Mt.
Pleasant;
Master
BerWorthy Master Merrifield confer
fare Committee has raised money the Busy Bees of Washington, re
Dear Farmer:
the First and Second Degrees. niece Young, Pioneer; Master toward this project and a dona ports that the local leader, Mrs.
It won't be long until planting They are to take the Third and George Lay re of Knox Pomona;
tion was received from Mr. and Rosa Hutchins and Mrs. Lou Tur
time is here again. I've received a Fourth Degrees at Penobscot story. Past Master Allen Young of
ner helped members with their
Mrs. John Poland.
dozen seed catalogues (not includ
Pioneer; closing song, Brother
first year sewing projects at the
ACP Reports Due ing duplications) and they are each View Grange Feb. 7 with Past Huckins and son of St. George.
Meenahga Grange
meeting Saturday.
Master Earl Tolman of Mt. Pleas
A
regular
meeting
of
Meenahga
exhorting us to buy this or that.
The percentages for the month
Mary Ann Hutchins and Freda
ant officiating; 11 of our mem
Grange wah held on Monday night
Feb. 15 Deadline If Pay Is I would like, again, to emphasize bers were present at South Hope. were as follows:
Prescott, made holders. Lenora
with
the
overseer,
Ronald
Kenne

To Be Received For Work the importance of several points in Brother Harold Tolman arrived South Hope, 48" ; St. George, dy, presiding. It was necessary to Whitcomb made a needlebook;
picking out your seed.
Mt Pleasant, 16"; Owl’s
Charlene Ludwig and Laura Green
Done In Past Year
home Tuesday from Germany to 16
cancel the plans for holding Past
The first is to plant recognized
Head.
12'!.
law made wrist pin cushions. Mas
spend the month of February with
Officers
night
and
special
program
About 10,500 Maine farmers are varieties. We have a booklet de
The next meeting of these
cot Kathleen Hutchins cut up an
his parents, .Mr. and Mrs. Don
reporting to their Community and scribing vegetables varieties which
Granges is with Mt. Pleasant because of the unfavorable weath old sweater in tiny blue bits for the
ald Tolman of East Union.
er and driving conditions, which
County Production and Marketing should be a help. It tells which
The Traveling Granges are to Grange Feb. 4 and South Hope, prevented most of the guests, as girls to use for filler in the pin
Administration Committees the va ones to plant for canning, freezing,
Feb.
13
cushions.
well as several of the regular offi
rious conservation practices they or home storage. The booklet also meet with our Grange Monday,
Refreshments were served by
Pleasant River
Feb.
4
We
would
like
to
see
all
cers,
from
being
present.
carried out on their farms under the tells the length of time for this
Charlene Ludwig and Freda Pres
of
our
members
out
if
possible,
to
Pleasant
River
Grange
held
its
A
skit
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
1961 Agricultural Conservation Pro variety to grow in Maine. One va
cott, after which the members en
gram. according to Harry E. Um- riety of corn might take 84 days to help win the contest for the com regular meeting Wednesday eve Barker and Bernard Merry of Hun- joyed pictures with Mary Ann’s
ing
month.
ning
Jan.
30,
with
a
good
literary
toon
Hill
Grange
was
the
feature
phrey, Chairman of the State PMA mature in one state, might never
View Master.
Committee He also said that well mature in another. A melon might I Pfc. Walter Lermond, who is program, lunch and social hour. of the program, arranged by Shir
Thomaston
stationed in Illinois, and has been Master Nellie Robinson anounced ley Bagley.
over half of this number had al- ripen in Florida but not here.
Tip-Top
4-H
Club, led by Mrs
[
in
the
hospital,
would
like
to
hear
that
there
will
be
a
rehearsal
of
Glenwood
Sukeforth
was
report

| ready reported their soil building
Don’t be afraid to buy the best
Kathleen Hunt met with Roma
seed you can get. A dollar spent from his friends. His address is: the work next meeting, Feb. 6. She ed ill. Cards may be sent.
practices.
Announcement that the bowling Jean Butler when plans were disUmphrey urges farmers who have here may mean a hundred or more Pfc. Walter Lermond. AF11227183. would like to have as many officers
3310 Tech Trng. Wing. 3317 Stu present as possible as she plans to team is now in first place was made | cussed for the year. The next meet
not reported to do so right away, at the end of the season.
ing will be held Feb. 12 at the home
because Feb 15. is the deadline for
Buy treated seed Your germina dent Sqd., Scott AF.B., Box 141. have the First and Second Degrees by Captain George Soule, Jr.
of
Mrs Jean Butler.
Future
Farmers
and
Future
conferred
at
the
meeting
of
Feb.
13.
Illinois
reporting the practices for which tion and plant vigor will be much
Homemakers Night will be held
State Deputy and Mrs. Earl
Cheerful Homemakers
payments will be made.
better. If you have a choice be
Tranquility Grange
next week. Mr. Andrews of the
Met at the leader’s Mrs Eleanor
More farmers have earned pay tween treated or untreated seed, Tolman are in Augusta on Grange
8hirty-five members of Wey high school faculty will show mo
business this week-end.
Clark's on Tuesday.
ments to offset part of the cash cost always obtain the treated seed.
mouth Grange, Thomaston, took a vies.
Sister Dorothy Hamalainen has
Mrs. Lorraine Seekins. assistant
of carrying out the 1951 ACP prac
Sincerely,
mystery
ride
to
Tranquility
Goodwill Grange
leader, demonstrated graham muf
been in the house the past two
tices than at any time in recent
Gil Jaeger,
Grange on Friday night and were
The
members of
Goodwill fins to the cooking girls and each
years, Mr. Umphrey concluded
County Agent. weeks with a bad knee, and we
pleasantly entertained.
Grange, South Warren were taken girl is to make muffins before the
are glad to hear she is improving.
Mrs. Albert Alley, lecturer, pre on a mystery ride at the close of next meeting.
Traveling Granges
sented a program of music, con the Thursday night meeting which
Mrs Clark taught the sewing
Friday evening, Jan. 25, the tests, readings, and discussions, by led them to the home of the Lec girls how to make a needle book and
“Travelingf Granges" met with St. members of both Granges. There turer Rachel Raatikainen in Cush a pin cushion. Each sewing girl is to
George Grange. There were 116 were 75 present. Orchestra music ing where an excellent lunch was make these before next meeting.
present with visitors from Owl's was played by members of the enjoyed by the 35 members present.
Plans for the future include
Head, Mt. Pleasant, South Hope, visiting Grange.
A pie sale was held at the close the sewing girls are going to make
A donation march by the mem of the Jan. 31 meeting, Proceeds aprons for the cooking girls and
Weymouth, Pioneer, Ocean View,
Burkettville, Pleasant Valley and bers netted $8.00 for the March of went to the Polio Drive.
the cooking girls are to prepare a
Dimes. Mrs. Seraphine FaulkingGood Will.
dinner for the sewing girls.
Pleasant Valley Grange
The winner for the evening was ham, chairman of the drive re
The next meeting is to be held on
Visitors were present at the Jan.
South Hope with 45 percent, and sponded with thanks and reported 22 meeting from Wessaweskeag, Feb. 12 at the home of the leader.
St. George second with 30 percent. $145 received to date This in Millbridge, St. George and GoodThe welcome was given by Sis cludes $53 received from the bene (will.
WEST WASHINGTON
ter Huchins. St. George, followed fit dance at Breezemer and $22
\
The lecturer's program opened
Master Ronald Barker of Union
by remarks by Brother Libbey of from the consolidated school.
with a prayer by Bernice Hatch. was an overnight guest of Jerry
Owl's Head
Tlie program was
Leland Nickerson, master of | The opening song was 'Darling I
Bartlett.
as follows: "Take Me Out To The Tranquility, and Mrs. Nickerson, Am Growing Old," which was folMr. and Mrs. William Hewett
Ball Game, by a group of South Ceres, have been chosen to serve 1 lowed by a poem by Ruth Thompwere recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hope boys, led by Brother Libby; as deputies to 15 Granges in this i son.
Cleo Bartlett.
saxophone solo, "Maggie Blue,'” area. They succeed Mr. and Mrs.
A feature of the program was a
The Misses Esther and Elaine
Robert Skoglund, St. George; Robie Ames who have served nine piano solo by Nellie Saunders who Wellman were overnight guests
poem, "Aunty," Frances Tolmon, years.
was also the composer.
of their mother Mrs Carl Car
Mt. Pleasant.
This Grange received the prize
The subject "Do you think it gill of Weeks Mills recently.
Song. "I Come To The Garden” from Pomona for having the pret j right for parents to choose the vo
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Pitcher and
by Bros. Earl Tolman, William tiest decorated stage for Pomona cation of their children?" was children, Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Frye, Robert Cuthbertson, George during the year.
discussed at roll call.
Moore, family Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Parker, Elmer Merrifield and Ralph
The social committee, Mrs. Ivan
Scotch folk songs were presented Orff and son were Sunday night
Billings, all of Mt. Pleasant Young, Mrs. Everett Morse and by Eva Mair, followed by a talk callers of their mother Mrs. My
Grange.
Mrs. Maurice Pottle are holding a by Crett Robinson and a solo by ra Cooley.
Jokes, Agatha Frye, Mt. Pleas series of card parties on every Barbara Young. Master Clarence
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robbins of
j Dorman gave a reading which was Washington, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Ma
ant;;
story,
Brother Charles other Friday night.
Childs, joke. Brother Crabtree;
Tranquility Grange now has 207 followed by a quartette comprised lay of Burkettville, Arthur Leigher
of Eva Mair, Clarence Dorman, and Mrs. Bertha Johnson passed
reading. "At Church Next Sun members.
Hollis Dean was reported ill at Orett Robinson and Herbert Rich the day with Mr. and Mrs. Irving
day," Sister Louise Moody.
Joke, Alfred Luce; duet, Bertha the last meeting. Guy Young, a ardson.
Powell.
Complete Chick Starter is designed for poultryLuce and Charles Merrifield; member, pissed away suddenly at
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Newall and
Limerock Valley Pomona
reading, Mildred Berry; remarks, his home on Monday.
men who are primarily concerned with raising
Limerock Valley Pomona will daughter ol Augusta were Sunday
The next meeting will be held meet Saturday. Feb. 9 at St. George guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edson Well
Brothers Moody and Pushaw of
chickens to get laying or breeding hens. It is a
| J. Herbert Gould of Camden will j man.
South
Hope
Grange;
trombone
Peb.
8 at 8 p. m.
conventional type ration suitable for either the
Plans are being made to install give the Response and Emma Kin-! Mr. and Mrs. Avery Colby of
solo, Sonja Skoglund, accompan
largest or smallest flock.
ney of St. George the Closing Somerville, Mrs. Myra Cooley. Mrs.
Thought.
They will have material Eva Sidelinger and Mrs. Lora
For a fast, healthy, and practical start on your
on Lincoln, Washington, Valen Boynton were in Belfast Sunday to
next lot of chicks—it will pay to investigate the
tines Day and Boy Scouts A very the District meeting of the VF.W'.
TO SELL YOUR POULTRY FOR
advantages of this low priced, dependable chick
Randal and Collins Auxiliary, Bel
interesting program is planned.
starter.
A candy sale will be held for the fast.
THE BEST RESULTS TO YOU
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Bartlett and
Lecturers Council and each member
family called on Mr. and Mrs. Rod
is to bring candy for the sale.
CALL
The meeting starts at 2 o'clock ney Bcynton Sunday night. Mr.
VICTOR BURNHEIMER
with
St. George Grange furnishing Boynton had a new television in
DELMARVA POULTRY CORP.
Waldoboro
Tel. 202-4
supper at 6, all outside Granges stalled.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Orff and
WARREN S. COLWELL, Buyer and Mgr.
are asked to bring sweets.
E. PERRY
In the evening, the host lecturer Mrs. Myra Cooley went to Water
MORRILL, MAINE
Tel. 51-12
Warren
ville Monday, Mrs. Cooley called on
will furnish a program.
Lets give St. George a big turn a patient at the Sisters Hospital.
TEL LIBERTY 41-11, OR LINCOLNVILLE 22-6
ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marriner
out and with the Master (Lillian
Rockland
Tel. 800
Rackliff) who has been very sick! and two children of Searsmont were
Fair Prices, Honest Weight, Immediate Payment
a speedy recovery. Let our 1952 j dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Al
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
THOMASTON
F. J. WILEY
ton Wellman Sunday. Mr. and Mrs.
motto be “see you at Pomona.”
Roland Flanders and two children
FARMERS’ UNION
Camden Tel. 475
NO LOT TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL
For social Items In The Courier- of South Liberty were callers in.
147-S-tf
U-S-21
Tnomaston Tei. 47
Gazette, Phone 10M, City.
tf' the evening.
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Easy on the
pocketbook

IRTBM0R€

COMPLETE
CHICK STARTER

NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

GREEN PASTURES ESSAY CONTEST

Mrs. Shibles Of K-L Area
One Of Group Setting New England Competition Open To All
Show Date Aug. 2
Boys and Girls Under 20 Years Of Age
Saturday, Aug 2, is the date of

The United Farmers Co-Opera
tive held its annual meeting at the
Rockland store Wednesday night
and elected John D. Kajander of
Waldoboro and Edward Latva of
Warren as delegates to the annual
meeting at Fitchburg, Mass., on
March 24.
Edwin Potter of the Fitchburg
office was the speaker and movies
were shown. The local store is one
of four large outlets throughout
New England and there are numerous smaller outlets.

THE GRANGE CORNER

|

Some enterprising Maine boy or
girl may have the opportunity to
attend the Eastern States Exposi
tion at Springfield, Mass, next
September, with all expenses paid
and sit on the platform with the
governors of the six New England
States. That is the principal award
in the New England Green Pasture
Essay contest Rose Elliott, of East
Corinth, chairman of the Maine
Greer, pasture Committee, said to
day.

Winner of the state contest in
Maine WiU receive a $25 war bond,
and $10 will go to the young people
whose essays score second, third
and fourth places.
The contest is open to all stud
ents of public, parochial or private
schools in the 9th through the 12th
grades. Young people not in school

may compete If they are not more
than 19 years of age on the closing
date of the contest. April 20.
The exact titles of the essays may
vary but they must be on the gen
eral subject of pastures and the
production of forage for year round
use on New England farms. The
contest is being sponsored by the
New England Green Pastures Com
mittee of which Louis A. Zehner, of
the Federal Reserve Bank of Bos
ton. is chairman.
Purpose of the contest is to stim
ulate interest in greener pastures
and better forage production on
New England farms. Complete cop
ies of contest rules can be obtained
from the Extension Service. Uni
versity of Maine, or from the coun
ty Extension office in the Rockland
Post office building.

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES
Sewing Problems and Need For Proper
Lighting For Various Tasks Subject Of

This Week's News From H. D. A.
Hello Hotnemaker:
The Hope Extension Association
met Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Ellen Ludwig. Mrs. Bernice Robbins
opened th® meeting at 1030 a. m.
"Best Health Buys for Your Food
Dollar” was the topic presented by
the H.dA.
The gimonton Extension Associ
ation hah this same topic at their
meeting Friday. All participated in
preparing the noon meal, serving it
streamlined cafeteria style. Mrs.
Alma Ulmer, Chairman, conducted
the business session after the noon
meal.
Home Management leaders, re
member the training class on wall
papering H13! will be held in Rock
land next Thursday at the Farns
worth \fuseum at 10.30 a. m All of
those taking th;s subject please at
tend.
Groups adopting the “Care of
Children at Meetings" project this
year are very pleased with the re
sult, report members of the various
groups as they drop in the office
for a callShirts For All The Family

Eyes are so used to working in
poor light that they are not the
best judge of the amount they need.
Plan and provide good light for all
activities indoors and out.
Easing A Load

Take some tips from the moving
man to avoid strain and unneces
sary effort on heavy jobs. This year
when sc many women will be add
ing farm or industrial Jobs to their
usual housework, it is especially
important for them to know safe
and easy ways of lifting and carry
ing.
A professional mover distributes
effort over as much of his body as
possible instead of overworking one
set of muscles. He knows the sim
ple secret of bending knees close to
the load, takes a firm grip on lt,
bends knees but keeps under the
load, then lets the legs shove it up.
To tote a weight, he balances it
from both shoulders on a harness
or puts it on wheels Smaller loads
he balances from both hands, in
stead of overworking one side of
the body . He makes sure he can see
where he is going. Such body me
chanics make for better faster work
less effort and save accidents—for
women or men
Here is a recipe which you may
like to try:

Approximately 150 women in
Knox-Lincoln have enrolled in the
clothing construction schools on
"Shirts For All the Family” being
conducted in groups electing these
Scalloped Corn and Cheese
special meetings.
3-4 cup cheese, cubes
Let's talk about some helpful 2 cups canned corn
hints in general. If a homemade 2 eggs
coat or suit is to have a profession 1 cup milk
al made-to-measure look, the ma 1-2 teaspoon salt
ker must be able to diagnose and paprika
treat any troubles that develop in buttered crumbs
fitting.
Put the corn in a greased bak
Occasionally a wrinkle or twisted ing dish, add the cheese and the
seam or other fitting fault comes beaten eggs, salt and milk. Top with
from careless cutting or construc a layer of buttered crumbs. Bake
tion, though more often the cause one hour in a slow (325 degrees F.)
is some irregularity in the wearer's oven. If there is a green pepper
figure.
available that might add color and
Before cutting the expensive ma food value Otherwise sprinkle a
terial, make up a trial garment in little paprika over the top.
muslin of other cheap or used cloth
Sincerely,
to check the becomingness of the
Winifred Ramsdell
pattern, and to take care of the
Home Demonstration Agent
major fitting problems. This mus-;
lin garment nedd not be complete
ORFF’S CORNER
ly finished, but when it has been Mrs. Beatrice Kleinberg and
fitted to the wearer, it can be children, Barry and Joyce spent
ripped apart to provide a true made the week-end in Massachusetts.
-to-measure pattern for the real Mrs. Henry Allen and daughters
coat or suit, with chances of sav Charlene and Elaine Allen of Ten
ing time, trouble and good fabric. ant's Harbor were Sunday callers
Do all fitting with the garment at the home of Albert Elwell.
right-side out. If shoulders need Lieutenant Commander Robert
padding, insert pads for each fit V. Lang of Boston was a recent
ting. Fit over the type of clothing visitor at the home of his sister,
that will be worn under the coat Mrs. Beatrice Kleinberg.
or suit, and be sure it is adjusted
Mrs. Calvin Elwell and son Ste
correctly on the figure—and fas ven and Mrs. Charles Light and
tened or pmned—before you start daughter Laretta spent Tuesday
fitting.

y ou Need Light To Work

Did you know that as you walk
through house or yard you need
only enough light to move freely
and safely- 11 takes twice as much
light to eat a meal comfortably,
find a tool in the shop, or for chil
dren to play actively. For pressing
a blouse, combing hair at a mirror,
leafing through a magazine or
tightening a bolt in the shop, the
light need again doubles.
Many t-imes as much light as for
safe walking is demanded for kit
chen work, ordinary sewing, read
ing, studying, shaving or repairing
machinery- And the most light of,
all is needed for fine needlework,
sewing dark material with match
ing thread, or reading fine print, j

afternoon with Mrs. Leon Ludwig
at North Waldoboro.
Rev. and Mrs. George Emery
were in Augusta on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lawrence
have received word of the birth of
a son to Mr. and Mrs. William
Lawrence at Savannah. Ga.
Mrs. George Emery was honored
at a stork shower at the home of
Mrs. Maude Mank at North Waldo
boro Friday. Mrs. Emery received
many nice gifts.
A local man gave his wife a lec
ture on economy and as a result
has had to give up smoking.

New Years’ eve celebratora found

that the night clubs had what it
takes to take what they had.

DR. R. N. ABBOTT
ANNOUNCES OPENING OF

POULTRY DISEASE LABORATORY
AT ROCKLAND ANIMAL HOSPITAL
355 RANKIN STREET - ROCKLAND, MAINE
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MAINE WILL BE STRESSED

THOMASTON

A Successful Concert
The Thomaston School Band
held a very interesting program at
Watts Hall, Wednesday evening,
under the direction of V B. Crock
ett. The program was as follows:
"Military Escort March," Bennett.
“Under the Double-Eagle March”
Wagner and “The Caissons Go
Rolling Along,” trumpet solo.
“Trees" by Warren Whitney.
“Idle Fancy Serenade." Bennett,
alto saxophone solo. Gayle Treat.
“Project March," Bennett, trom
bone solo.
“There’s A Silver Moon On the
Golden Gate,” by Colburn Jackson.
“Ambition Overture," Bennett,
saxophone sextet.
"Vienna Life,” Straus, brass
quartet.
“Annie Rooney,’’ Nolan: "Indian
Boy" (novelty)), Bennett, tenor
saxophone solo.
"Chiribiribin,” Kay Keizer, clari
net solo
“Flower Song," Louise Jones;
"Zenith Overture." Bennett; Acti
vity •March,” Bennett.
Members of the Band are:
Trumpets — Warren Whitney.
Jeannine
Spaulding.
Kathleen
Libby, Robert Burton,, Leroy Cook,
Luree Wotton. David Stone, Janice
Hall and Elsie Chadwick.
Trombones — Colburn Jackson.
Dorna Rogers. Anita Spaulding.
DrumsMason Johnson, Jane
lfemy, Peter Stover, Donna Carroll and John Cook.
Clarinets—Louise Jones. Anita
Burton, Rite Clark, Anita Hallock.
Mildred Young, Nina Richards.
Saxophones—Gayle Treat, Dick
MacFarland,
Carolyn
Hallock,
Sheila Woodward, Sandra Putnam,
Blake Donaldson.
Bass clarinet—Norma Clark.
Tenor sax—Kay Keizer.
Baritone—Arthur Strout.
Church News

nesday at 2 p m followed by the
regular 6 o'clock supper Thursday
evening prayer meeting.
Sunday School. 9 45 a. m. at'the
Federated Church followed by the
morning service at 11 o’clock, the
subject. "The Hardest of Experi
ence " Anthem. "The Lord Is My
Shepherj,” by Erherdt. Sacra
ment of the Lord’s Supper will be
observed' after the morning ser
vice Youth’s Fellowship, 6 30 p m.
Thursday 7 p. m , discussion group.
“The Life We Prize”
Mrs Ralph W. Crawford

Katherine Elizabeth Crawford
of Thomaston, wife of Ralph W
Crawford, died Saturday morning
Jan. 26, in Union, where she had
been a patient for a few days, her
health having been failing for |
several months.
She was born in Thomaston
May 26. 1884, the daughter of Ed
ward and Sarah
(Boardman)
Seavey. and the grand-daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Boardman, who
adopted her as a baby following
the death of her mother She
spent her early girlhood in Thom
aston and attended the schools
here, then for a few years she lived
in Woonsocket, R I., with her
aunt. Mrs. A. I Babb
Following her marriage to Mr
Crawford. Oct 26. 1966, they made
their home in Thomaston. She
was a Past Chief of Mayflower
Temple, Pythian Sisters. She was
also a charter member of Wey
mouth Grange, and it was at her
suggestion that this Grange was
named for Captain W'eymouth of .
early Georges River history.
Always she loved music, and her
singing voice is cherished in mem
ory.
She is survived by her husband,
a sister, Miss Margaret Seavey of
Boston, a half-ssiter, Mrs. Alton
Grover of this town, an aunt, I
Miss Mary Boardman of Boston, |
and several cousins.
The funeral service Tuesday
afternoon in the Davis Funeral
Home was very largely attended.
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
Rockland officiated, and brought
a message of comfort and Chris
tian fortitude to the family and
friends. The many beautiful flow
ers spoke silently of the deep af- j
fection of all who knew her. Burial
was in the Village Cemetery.
Bearers were Benjamin Smalley,
Rodney Jordan, Frank Lineken,
and Anson Pryor.

WALDOBORO
MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

The Junior Class of Waldoboro
High School has selected the fol- !
lowing year book staff; Editor-in-;
Chief. Richard Scofield; assistant
editor, Alice Osier; business mana
ger, Donald Day; sports, Richard
Wilshire and Violet Maxwell; liter
ary, Donna, Dawson; club. Alcy
Jameson; joke, Eleanor Farnham;
photography, Nancy Eugley; alumni
Kenneth Kuhn; art, Bill Johnson.
Pvt. and Mrs. John Arsenault are
announcing the birth of a daugh- j
ter, Stephanie Gail, born Jan. 26 at
the Miles Memorial Hospital, Dam- j
ariscotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses McNally have
been in Bangor recently.
Allen G Winslow, Portland, was
a business visitor in town Thurs- 1
day.
Mrs. Maude Mank has been at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Dean.
Mrs Verna Orff, North Noble
boro, is a guest of Mrs. Elroy Gross,
Main street
Charles C. Lilly Post, No. 149
and Auxiliary will meet Wednesday
night, Feb. 6 at the Legion Hall, I
Marble avenue.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Sewall are
announcing the birth of a son Jan.
28 at the Miles Memorial Hospital,
Damariscotta.
Mr and Mrs. Bert Steer, Round
Pond, called on the Westons Sun
day.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Brewer. I
Auburn, have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Flores Wellman.
Good Luck Rebekah Lodge will
hold a stated meeting. Feb. 6 Re
freshments will be served by Mrs.
William Kennedy and Mrs. Kath
erine Eugley.

Mass will be celebrated at St.
James' Catholic Church Sunday at
9 a. m.
Services At St. John's Episcopal
Church at 8 a. m. Sunday morning,
followed by Sunday School at 10
o’clock
Sunday Scnool at 9.45 a. m. at
the Baptist Church, followed by
the morning service, 11 o’clock.
The human body contains several
some folks
Rev. H. I. Holt of Camden will be million nerves—and
the speaker. Ladies' Circle Wed manage to get all of them.

The Maine Publicity Bureau staff will be on hand again this year
to sell Maine to the estimated half-million persons expected to attend
the Boston and Sew York Sport Shows. Lawrence F. Merrill, inquiry
manager, and J. Henry Johnson, special projects manager, embark for
Boston to be ready for the opening day crowds at Mechanics Hall,
Saturday.

Maine will again highlight the
annual Boston Sportsman's Show
when the doors open Saturday
noon at Mechanics’ Hall to the
throngs of eager sportsmen and
vacationers spearheading an ex
pected record-breaking crowd of
over 200.000 for the nine-day show
Entirely new this year, featuring
both Maine’s inland and coastal
attractions and covering a tloor
space of over 100 running feet,
the State of Maine exhibit will
be the largest State or national
exhibit at either of the two ma
jor eastern shows.
Bureau personnel on duty at the
State exhibit expects that an un

ROCKPORT
MRS NANCY I. COMPTON
Correspondent
Tel. Camden 2050
A stated communication of St.
Paul’s Lodge. Monday at 7.30. Re
freshments will be served follow
ing the meeting.
Grammar
School
basketball
teams played Rockland Grammar
School at Rockport Thursday aft
ernoon.
Rockland
won
both
games
Richard Thomas is visiting his
parents, Mr and Mrs. Maynard
Thomas for a few days.
Maynard Ingraham, Sr . May
nard Ingraham. Jr., Harry Comp
ton, Edward Stinson and Malcolm
Upton attended a Sheriff's supper
Thursday at Union.
Carroll Richard leaves this week
for New York after spending 60
days with his family.
Try-to-Help Club will meet
Monday evening at the home of
Mrs. Ethel Spear.
Mrs. Cassie Cole is a patient at
Camden Community Hospital.
Mrs. Alice Blemis is moving her
Nursing Home from Pascal ave
nue to the Shalou house on Rus
sell avenue.
Perfect attendance for the sec
ond quarter are: Grades 1-2, Dar

precedented number of inquiries
will be stimulated at this year's
sports show as all available in
dexes of rthe 1952 season point to
an even greater influx of visitors
for Maine than the State enjoyed
during a record-breaking travel
business season last year.
The Boston Sportsman's Show
runs from Feb. 2-10 and will be
followed by the New York Showheld at Grand Central Palace
Feb 16-24 Johnson and Merrill
will staff the information booth at
both shows to answer inquiries
from half million potential Maine
Customers from this prime metro
politan market area.

Taps in

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

American Legion Home

MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
FREE Bus leaves Wood's Taxi
Station, Winter St„ at 7.00 and
leaves Legion Home at 10.30,

House-Sherman, Inc.

Game Starts 7.30 P. M.

ROCKLAND, ME.

8-8-tf

M2 MAIN 8T„

TEL. 721
51-8-tf

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday u

Its Fifth Season

"Journey's End"

Plans for opening for its fifth
season in Camden were made this
week-end at a meeting of the
trustees of the Camden Hills Sum
mer Theatre. The tentative sched
ule for plays sets the opening
night for Tuesday. July 8. with
eight plays at the Camden Opera
House, and a Shakespearean Fesl tiv il Week at Garden Theatre. The
' final play will end Saturday,
Aug. 23.
The Summer Theatre Company
' will arrive in Camden, June 23.
i The Camden Hills Summer The
atre is the only theatre school of
its kind in the United States.
I where young and promising stuj dents may receive instruction as
well as an opportunity for actual
Summer theatre experience.
Mrs Margaret Fisher, chairman
of the Children's Theatre and a
member ot the board of Trustees,
reported that this project which
was started last Sumnifr, will be
held again this year. A policy
meeting of the Childrens Theatre
committee will be held in March
to map out plans. There will be
two sessions this Summer
Mrs. Anna MaoNeille and Mrs.
William Brown were elected to the
board of trustees to fill two va
cancies.

CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
TEL 2197

utt

stunts and group singing was en- 3 |n the church parlors. At 6.15 the
from I John (I John 4 16). “We
joyed. Refreshments of hamburgers, circle supper will be served on WedJ ' ,
coffee a,id doughnuts were served. nesday The WCTU meet in the
**“ the toVe
1 that God hath to us. God is love;
Mr and Mrs Fred Ames have, parlors___
on__________________
Thursday afternoon,
and he that dwelleth in love dwellreceived word that their son. Rich-!
....
ard has been promoted to sergeant.
In the 1080 service at the First [ etd *n God. and God in him. SunHe is in the ordinance unit in Baptist Church, Rev J. Charles da> services at 10 30 a. m Sunday
Munsan, Korea
MacDonald will have as his subject. School at 11.45. Wednesday evening
He Was Rewarded," and the Com- “trice at 7 30
munion Service will follow the ser
Thp Re-organized Church
mon. The prayer groups will meet
UNION
at 1015. and the nursery will pro Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints:
Mrs. Florence Calde-wood
vide care for small children during Pastor. George Woodward, will hold
Correspondent
the morning service. All depart- services at the Grand Army Hall
Telephone 10-24
ments of the Church Shool will every Sunday; Church School at 10
meet at 12. The young people wil! I a m The Sacrament of the Lord’s
Miss Lillian Messer spent the have meetings at 6 with Janice Supper at 11 a. m. All are invited
week-end in Portsmouth, N H ' Stanley leading the Senior Ambas-' to attend.

that “Room For One
pictures that everyone
about it. So don’t be
I Did Not See It.”

THE MANAGEMENT.

The Story of Those Fight
ing Men Who Broke the
Back of Heartbreak Hill!

predict ihe new year’s
No./ maker of merriment will be
M/e

sadors on the subject, “The Hand
of God In History.” and Charlotte
Cook speaking to the Intermediate
Ambassadors on "Baptist Beliefs
The prayer group will meet at 7
preceding the people's evening serv
ice at 7 15. Choir music and a vocal
duet will be included in this service,
and Mr. MacDonald's message will
be on "Flood Protection." The
Happy Prayer and Praise Meeting
wm be held on Tuesday at 7.30.
The Women's Mission Circle will
meet on Wednesday afternoon at
2 30, and the Junior Ambassadors

will have their meeting on Friday
at 3 30
•• • •
In the service of morning worship at the Universalist Church,
beginning at 11 o’clock, the subject
of Dr Lowe’s sermon will be "The
Mainspring of Honor." The Church
School meets in the vestry at 10
a m The UC Y Fellowship meets
at 6 p. m. in the Congregational
Church.
Appointments for the
week are: The Mission Circle
meeting in the vestry at 2 p. m
Wednesday, with Rev. Edwin L.
Ryan, pastor of the Nazarene
Church as guest speaker and the
Comity Circle meeting, with supper
in the vestry Thursday at 6 p. m
»• • «
Pratt
Memorial
Methodist
Church, Merle S. Conant, minis
ter. The Sunday morning wor
ship service will be at 10.30. Mr.
Conant will preach on the subject
"The Father In Action.” Com
munion of the Lord’s Supper will
be observed. Roger Dow will play
a group of organ solos, and the
choir will present the anthem
The Lord Is My Shepherd" by
j Reed. Mr. Pavone will sing "O
■ Divine Redeemer" by Gounod
The Youth Fellow-hip will meet
at 11.30 in the high school room
The Christian Youth Movement’s
Annual Service will be held at 4
o'clock in the sanctuary. Four
churches iLittlefield, Baptist, Con
gregational,
Universalist, and
Methodist! are co-operating. The
entire service) will be led by the
members of the Youth Fellowship
Groups of these Churches
Mrs. |
Robert Hybels and Sam Collins

11 will bring the message. The offer- ing taken will be for the United
Christian Youth Fund All youth

Tho biggest story in
the world today...told
while it's still hap
pening! Written at
bayonet point by
the U.S. Infantry!/

Make room to 3fin your broadesri
and./.^.y.9hj/ourjongestat ihe fellow

Camden Theatre

(Qary Grant) pomade mom

NOW! 2 Action-Loaded Hits
Louis Hayward, Patricia Medina

[l^CtSyDfaka)

for the girl he loyed
GENE

door?

MICHAEL

BASEHART- EVANS O’SHEA
RICHARD HYLTON • CRAIG HILL- SKIP HOMElER

Produced by

D’reebd by

Si-een Play by

SAMUEL PULLER • SAMUEL FULLER

Suggested by a

ho,e.D, Joseph,

ENDS

DEAN MARTIN and JERRY LEWIS

SATURDAY

“SAILOR BEWARE”

today—Walter Pidgeon in “THE SELLOUT”

also Roy Rogers in “SOUTH OF CALIENTE”
POC.KLAND

“Lady And The Bandit”
and Wayne Morris in

“SIERRA PASSAGE”
Also Chap. 8
"Roar Of the Iron Horse”
Join the Fold, Win the Gold

$120 CASH NIGHT $120
SUNDAY'~AND_MONbAY
Here is the Golden Technicolor
Musical with the Year’s Shining
New Stars . . .

“GOLDEN GIRL”

COMING SOON—“DAVID AND BATHSHEBA’

US

Listen to Billy Graham on Sta- , in the city are invited to attend
tion WLAW Sunday at 330 p. m this service. The Bop Scouts will
He has a message for all in this • meet on Monday night in the vesstirring program Hour of Decision try. The Membership Training
•• • •
| class will bs held on Tuesday
At St. Bernard's Church: Sun- night In the vestry Tlfe Family
day services are at 8 and 11 a m N:ght Supper will be held in the
Daily Mass is at 6.45 a m. and Con- vestry on Wednesday night at 6
fession, Saturday at 3.30 and 7 o’clock
Following the supper,
p. m. Sunday Mass at St. James' group singing will be enjoyed, and
Church, Thomaston. 9 a
m a motion picture “Family On
and 9 30 a m at the Church of Trial” will be presented. Webster;
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden Maunttor’ and Robert Gregory are’
• • • •
co-chairmen af the supper comAt St Peter’s Episcopal Church, mittee The Women’s Society will
Richard Jones
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday meet during the evening with Ivy
Richard Jones, 20, state master i’arish communion and sermon at Chatto conducting the devotions,
councilor for DeMolay. will take,9 30:
Maas at 7 30 except on EdiUl TuM’die wil1 have charge
of the program The Baraca Claas
Monday and Saturday
the part of 1st Lt. Osborne in the j
• • ’ •
ywill sponsor a sale of home-made
play “Journey's End" to be pre- 1
u
,
I At the Congregational Church, candv after the supper.
The
ten?etbLthe^°Ckland chapteron Rev Charles R Monteith, pastor: Junlor Guild wU1 meet on ThursFeb. 28 and 29
| Communion Sunday will be ob- day night at 7 3O The wepUy
The local DeMolay boys are ^ved Wllil sermon by the pastor „hoir rehearwl will he
held on
staging t e difficult play at the, ..Our Christian Commission,” and pj.idav evening at 7 30 in the vesCommumty Building in what will the lecepUon of new members;
evemn« at 730 ln the
be the first amateur production of Church
classPS for third
....
the show in Maine. Based on World graders and over at 9 45 and for
Sunday evening worship servWar One, it depicts the life of [ those younger at 10 30. UCY joins ice w|„ be held at 7 o’clock in the
British troops in the front lines. I with 0Jhpr youth of the city in the ^ut"h“
Thomaston
Methodist,
Jones is a past master councilor i annua) interdenomiational youth church
Mr. Conant will preach,
of the Rockland chapter and is , service to be held at Pratt Memoron the subject "The Father In
also holder of the Order of Cheva ial Methodist Church at four
Action " The Communion will be
lier which was bestowed upon him o'clock Appointments for the week served
at the state conclave held in Rock include: Den Chiefs meet at the
land last year.
church on Monday at 6 30 and the
“Love” is the subject of the Les
Troop ’206 meets at 7, at the church. son-Sermon which will be read in
party at the Snow Bowl Wednesday! Wednesday the Woman's Associanight with fifty present. Games,! tion hoId£ |tg month)y meptin4,, a( all Churches of Christ. Scientist, on

TO THE MOVIE PUBLIC:
We sincerely believe
More" will be one of those
who sees it, will be raving
one of those to say “Sorry

SUNDAY AND MONDAY ONLY

JULES BUCK

At the

t
I I .y

Mrs. Marjorie Stone and Mrs.
Edna Joyce entertained their bowl
ing team, the Hurricanes, at the
latters home. Other guests present
were Mrs. Dot Poland. Mrs. Ernes
tine Buzzell, Mrs. Dot Frye and
Mrs. Beulah Libby, a delicious din
ner was served
Mrs. Phoebe Harmon is a patient
at Camden Community Hospital
The Monday Club will meet with
rel Pound, Robert Berry. Grade Mrs. Ruth Perry on Feb. 4. Mrs.
visiting Kenneth A Boardman and I
will be the reader
4. Linda Ames, Beverly Clough, Perry
Cedric Joyce, home from the U. I Mr and Mrs Carroll Boardman [
Margaret Dietz. Maurice Kennedy.
John Ladd
Geraldine Pound. of M. is a week-end visitor at and farnily
his parents, Mr. and Mrs Elmer
Donald Brewer of Rockland j
Peter Wheeler, Nancy Young.
! called on his aunt, Mrs. Euda LerJoyce.
Jimmy Annis, Laurence Frye
project mond one day recently.
'
Richard
Thomas.
a
Grade 5, Marietta Erickson, Flor
Miss Madolyn Hawes of Boston
engineer, who has been working on
ence Frye. Geraldine Lovejoy,
the new highway project in New will spent the week-end
with
Greta Norbe'k. Judith Spear.
Jersey has returned home.
her parents Mr and Mrs Herbert
Grade 6. Jean Frye. Walter Pen
Master Philip Johnson is an Hawes
I
dleton. tardy. David Pound. Grade
orthopedic patient at the Camden Mr. and Mr Alfred Hawes were I
7, Wayne Farley, Shirlene H©3th, Community Hospital.
1 dinner guests of Mr and Mrs !
Helen Leland, Mary Lovejoy, Sara
The Chadavae. Club with their Maurice Hahn in Warren, Wed- ■
Simontqn. Miles Tolman. Grade
husbands and guests enjoyed a nesday
)
8. Sally Anderson. Sheila Brackett,
- - ------ ------- M.s-, Lillian Me ser was a recent j
Linda Johnson. Harold Leland.
Mrs. Herbert S
Ingraham of dinner guest at the home of Ms j
Orono Miss Good is a graduate F’ora Boardman and son Esten |
Ella N. Thorndike
|
Ella N. Thorndike, 89. died of Stetson High School, Randolph, of Waldoboro.
Seven Tree Grange card party '
here last Saturday She was born attended Bridgewater State Teach
at Rockport Aug. 24, 1862. daugh ers' College and is a graduate of is tonight, Saturday at the hall j
ter of Eben and Julie Shephard Burdett College, Boston. She is at 8 p m. Juanita Hawes, com
Thorndike and was a life-long a communicant of St. Mary's mitee on arrangements.
Church and a member of St.
Methodist services Sunday, Feb.
local resident.
She is survived by two nieces, Mary’s Catholic Club. Mr. Ingra 3. the American Legion will at
Miss Margaret Simonds of In ham is a graduate of Orono tend, Rev. John Baxter conducting
dianapolis. Ind., and Miss Ruth High School and the University services at 1080 a m.
of Maine, and served in the Arm.
The Friendly Circle holds its
Simonds of Camden.
Funeral services were
held Air Force in World War II He is dinner for the month Feb. 5.
Tuesday at 1030 from Gilbert a resident of Washington, D C Florence Calderwood. Lilia Morton.
Laite Funeral Home. Interment and is a communicant of Esther Barbara Rich are on the dinner '■
i
was in Mountain View Cemetery Memorial Church of the Holy committee.
Mr and Mrs. Edgar Barker will ,
with Rev. Tom Akeley officiating. Communion, Washington. He is
employed at the Naval Research visit several days in Newton Cen- I
Engaged
Laboratory, Washington.
ter, Mass., guests of Mr and Mrs
Mrs. John K. Good ol 12 Mill
A July wedding is planned.
Abbott Spear
street. Randolph, Mass., announces
the engagement of her daughter,
Katherine Ann, to Herbert S. In
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
graham, Jr., son of Lt. Col. and

RICHARD

GAME PARTY

,

The Camden Hills Summer
Theatre Will Open Tues
day, July 8

News and Serial Items, Notices and Advertisements may be tent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET. TEL. 113-3

Mrs Isadore De Winter is spend
ing a few wests at the "Elms
Rev. H I. Holt of Camden will
speak Sunday morning at the Bap
tist Church.
Mr and Mrs Donald Babb of
Pittsburg and Miss Mary Boardman of Boston were called here by
the death of Mrs Katherine Craw
ford, whose funeral services were
held Tuesday
The "Wesco” Club of the Bap
tist Church will meet Friday, Feb
8 at the Baptist Church vestry at
6 p. m The committee in charge
of the supper at 6.30 will be. Don
ald Chase. Walter Chapman. Ralph
Jackson, the chairman
Miss Priscilla Burton and her
guest, Miss Rita Goulette of Dex
ter. who are students at Farmington State Teachers' College, are
spending their recess with Miss
Burton's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Burton.
A special town meeting is being
held Feb 11 to approve a new lease
for the Post Office quarters in
Watts block The terms of this
lease have been worked out by the
town manager and selectmen with
the post office department and the
approval of the town is required
The meeting will be held in Watts
Hall. 7.30 p. m.
Miss Shirley Putnam, a student
at the University is spending her
recess with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs Harold Putnam. Elm street.
Robert Libby and daughter.
Kathleen and Mrs Fred Libby
were present at the “Welcome
Home" party given to honor W. O.
Fred Libby and David Libby, given
by Mr and Mrs. Guy Libby, Sr.,
recently.
Miss Greta Lundin who is at
tending Farmington State Teachers
College, is spending her recess with
her mother. Mrs. Juliet Lundin
Mrs. William T. Smith. Jr. town
chairman of the Polio Drive, re
ported that better than $200 was
obtained from the Mother's March.
Thursday night, and approximately
$150 from general contributions.
Mrs. Smith wishes to thank the
50 volunteer workers for their won
derful help with the march and
also others who helped in any way
to make the Polio Drive a success

t ,( ,.ll lil

With Mitzi Gaynor, Dennis Day
Dale Robertson and More Than
a Dozen Wonderful Songs!

Mrs Norma Dorman will con
duct the morning worship service
at Littlefie)d Memorial Free Baptist Church. Camden street, at 10.30
Sunday morning. Sunday School
will follow at 11.45 B YE. will meet
at 6 in the vestry The Happy Sun
day evening hour will begin at 7.15.
The monthly Fellowship supper,
sponsored by the Ladies Aid. will
Wednesday night at 6.30. Colonist
Group of Pioneer Girls will meet
Wednesday afternoon at the home
ot Mrs. Margaret Lord, Jefferson
street. The Pilgrims wiil meet in
the Church vestry Friday after
noon, under the leadership of Mrs.
Vivian Lord Thursday afternoon
the Woman’s Missionary Society
will meet at the home of Mrs. Josesiphine Deshon, 243 Camden street.
White Cross work will be done fol
lowed by a business meeting and a
tea Mrs. Vivian Lord, district in
terpreter will give a paper on the
Animistic People.
• * * *
At the Nazarene Church, Mav-x
erick Square, Rev. Edwin L.
Rvyin, pastor, services tomorrow
will be: Sunday School, 10 a. m.;
morning worship, 11, subject, "Be
hold This Dreamer;" young peo
ple’s meeting. 6 pm. and evan
gelistic service at 7 30 when the
pastor will speak on: "Forward
March.”
• • » »
At
the United
Pentecostal
Church, 58 South Main street.
Rev. John L. Howe, Sr., pastor,
Sunday School is at’1 p. m.; aft
ernoon worship service 2.30 p. m.
Sunday evening service, 7.30 p. m.
Tuesday, Young People’s Service
at 7 30 p. m Prayer and prais^j
service at 780 p m. All are wel-*
come

OWL’S HEAD
Donald Chase, Classification Of
ficer at the Maine State Prison,
will speak to the Mothers Club
Council Wednesday night, Feb. 6,
when it meets at the Ingraham
Hill School.

A pessimist » the fellow »ho
hoped to make enough money next
m°nth 10 pay this month’8 bilU'

WALOO THEATRE
WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
Every Evening at 8.0#. Matineeo
Saturday at 2.M. Sunday at S.M.
TODAY

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2
MacDonald Carey, Alexia Smith
in
“CAVE OF OUTLAWS”
with
Edgar Buchanan, Victor Jory
In Technicolor
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
FEBRUARY 3-4
Jeanne Crain, Scott Brady
Thelma Ritter in
“THE MODEL AND THE
MARRIAGE BROKER"
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 5-6

y

Richard Basehart, Gene Evan/
Michael O’Shea in
"FIXED BAYONETS”

<

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette. Saturday. February 2. 1952

TO BE WED IN JUNE

y/ut

Social Matters

Miss Judith Orne of Colby Col
lege is spending the week-end with
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. B.
B. Smith Lincoln street

Capt. Maude Staples of the Sal
vation Army of Cambridge, Mass,
returned Sunday after being called
here by the serious illness of her
mother Mrs Maude Staples, 15 In
graham Lane, who is now improv
ing.
_____

Miss Rebecca Wilson who trans
ferred to the New England Tele
phone and Telegraph Company
Rockland, from Knoxville Tenn.,
last Pall, left Monday for her for
mer home. Friday night she was
honored at a going away party in
the lounge at the telephone build
ing by her fellow workers. She was
presented a shoulder strap bag by
the group.
Refreshments were
served Miss Janet Smith, Miss Na
omi Withington and Miss Celia
Herrick, the social committee,
planned the party. Present were:
Miss Esther Hall, Miss Nettie Jor
dan, Miss Barbara Brackett, Miss
Janette Seliger Miss Louise Smith,
Miss Lois Benner, Miss Idabelle
Wiggin, Miss Margery Perry, Mrs.
Madolin Hanscom. Mrs. Helen Gal
lup, Mrs. Catherine Blethen, Mrs.
Grace Azevedo and Mrs Patricia
Whitney.

Mrs. Donald Russell is spending
the week-end in Houlton with her
Mr and Mrs. Robert E. Lindquist
husband where he is employed by
the New England Telephone and are holding open house Saturday at
Telegraph Company
their Lincoln street home to an
nounce the engagement of their
Miss Stephanie
Lindquist of daughter, Miss Carolyn Lindquist,
Wheelock College.
Boston, is to Girand V. Foster of Centerville,
spending the week-end with her
Maryland. The dining room will
parents, Mr and Mrs. Robert E
carry out yellow and white in floral
Lindquist. Lincoln street.
decorations with these hostesses,
Mrs. Nettie Frost, Miss Charlotte
Mr. and Mrs. Allard S. Pierce of
Buffam, Mrs. Joseph Emery. Mrs.
South Thomaston have returned
Horatio Cowan. Mrs Donald Leach
home from a months vacation hav
and Mrs Francis Orne.
ing visited friends in New York,
Miss Lindquist graduated from
Atlanta, Georgia and Florida
Newton. Mass., High School, at
Mrs. John Chisholm was hostess tended Westbrook Junior College
to the Wednesday Night Club for and received her A B degree from
dessert bridge this week at her the University of Maine Friday,
home on Grove street. Prizes in having majored in English.
Mr. Foster is the son of Girand
auction were won by Mrs. Donald
Perry, Mrs. Ray Foley and Mrs. Foster of Wilson. Louisiana and
Louis Cook with Mrs. Walter Ladd Mrs William G McAdoo of Cen
terville, Maryland. He graduated
winning the traveling prize.
from St. Paul's Preparatory School
Mrs Ralph Post and Mrs. Wal in Concord, N, H., and during
ter Barstow will be co-hostesses World War II served in the U. 8.
when the Knox Hospital Auxiliary Marines He is now a Senior at
meets Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 in Trinity College. Hartford, Conn.,
the Bok Home for Nurses. They will and will enter the University of
be assisted by Mrs. George Avery, Maryland Medical School. Balti
Mrs Ivy Brackett, Mrs. Ernest Bra more, in September.
zier, Mrs Charles Emery, Mrs.
Fred Farnsworth,
Mrs. Crosby
There were 20 Lady Lions in at
French, Mrs. Harriet Frost, Mrs. tendance at the dinner meeting
Edward Gonia. Mrs. Arthur Haines, held at the Bayview Monday night.
Mis. Albert Havener, Sr., Mrs Ed Mrs. Dorothy Gordon was welcomed
ward Hellier. Mrs Frank Horey- as a new member. Queen Lioness
seck, Mrs. Harold Karl, Mrs. Er Doris Abbott conducted the busi
nest Kinght. Mrs O. R Lawry, Jr., ness meeting. Mrs Esther Novicka
Mrs. Wesley Paul, and Mrs. William was appointed -hairman of the food
Talbot.
sale which is being sponsored by
the Rockland Lions Club Feb. 21 at
Miss Mildred Gillette of Lexing
the Community Building. The next
ton. Mass., arrived Thursday to be
meeting will be held at the home
the guest of Mrs. F. M Faber,
of Mrs. Velma Nute, Feb 11.
Owl’s Head for a feu week

HAIR-DO TO MAKE
HUSBAND'S "CLUCK"

fe
- <

Al of Al's hairdressing Salon

Has This To Say About Advancing
Lovelier Ladies For 1952
Versatile Hairstyles Are
Provocative—There Are
Several Basic Types
FOR EXAMPLES.

Poodle Cut

The most exciting and talked
about, Nation-Wide. At our
latest Cosmetologists Conven
tion, a lovely lady with a
poodle cut, leading a poodle
dog on a leash, paraded the
lobby and corridors of the
Hotel Statler, creating quite a
sensation.

Angel Swirl Cut

Cute, gav and pert, with the
mischievous look in her eyes
calling for an impudent hair
do. She wears schoolgirl col
lars and hates to dress up. She
is gamin in spirit rather than
in years.
Her makeup is
mostly just bright lipsticknaturalness is the keynote.
-----,------------ ----

The Lovely You

Quiet, subdued in manner and action, with her hair
worn in a deceivingly simple coiffure achieved with
painstaking artistry. Easily managed. Very popu
lar with busy housewives and business women.

P. S.
We have many new ideas from this
recent convention and are proud to advance free
consultation from our professional point of view,
to help you make yourself more interesting and
attractive.

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE 826

Mr. and Mr Lawrence Mayo of
Owl's Head leave M ndav for a
two months' motor trip, including
several weeks at Monterey, Mexico,
and thence into California and up
the West Coast as far as Washing
ton State prior to the return
home.

Miss Marion Lindsey and Miss
Janice Webber were honored at a
surprise miscellaneous pre-nuptial
shower Wednesday night at the
home of Mrs. John Murgita, Cam-,
den street with Miss Maxine Denbow assisting hostess. The gifts
were piled in two clothes baskets
cleverly decorated in red and white.'
Buffet lunch was served with the
table appointments carrying out
the Valentine motif featured by a.
Valentine cake. Guests were. Mrs. I
Henry Conway, Mrs. Ronald Pack
ard. Mrs
William Legage, Mrs
Fulton Hickman, Mrs Andrew Cof
fey. Miss Lucille Tyler, Miss Eliz
abeth Herrick, Miss Patricia Val
enta, Miss Janette Seliger, Miss
Janette Escorsio, Miss Jean Mer-,
rill. Miss Alice Kinney, Miss Ida-I
belle Wiggin, Miss Janette Sulides, j
Mrs. Allison Wilson and Mrs. Ed
win Webber.

Mrs. Ruth Rytky was honored at
a surprise
miscellaneous stork
shower Wednesday night given by
Mrs Nadine Bowden at her home
on North Main street. The many
dainty gifts were tastefully ar
ranged in a white cradle. Buffet
lunch was served from an attractive
table with a bootee centerpiece of
mixed flowers and candelabra with
tall white tapers arranged by Wal
ter Morse Guests were Mrs. Bev
erly Mignault, Mrs Evelyn Clark,
Mrs. Joan Powell, Mrs. Margery
Ripley, Mrs. Artinese Mills, Mrs.
Louise Billings, Mrs. Doris Delano
and Mrs. Beatrice Gherardi. Mrs.
Bena Andrews, Mrs. Henrietta
Moulaison and Mrs. Virginia Luf
kin sent gifts but were unable to be
present.
Miss Nancy Leach arrived Wed! nesday from University of Maine
to spend several days with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs Donald
j Leach. Broadway, She will return
j to Orono Sunday.

The Odds and Ends of the Con
gregational Church met in the
! church parlor Thursday night for
a social evening. Mrs Rachel
I Hill. Mrs. Dorothy Bird and Mrs.
, Inez Harden were hostesses.
Mrs Robert Burns and Mrs.
1 Carl Stilphen were co-hostesses
Thursday at a 1.30 luncheon at the
home of Mrs. Burns, 485 Old
County road to benefit the Ways
and Means Fund of the Methe
besec Club. Prizes were won by
Mrs. J. A Jameson. Mrs. Ralph
Wiggin, Mrs Albert Levensaler and
Mrs. Earl McWilliams Mrs. Jame
son also won the door prize Others
present were Mrs. Ralph Smith.
Mrs. David Beach, Mrs. Arthur
Haines, Mrs H P Blodgett, Miss
Caroline Jameson, Mrs George
Bear.. Mrs. Wendell Hadlock. Mrs.
George Avery. Mrs Hector SStaples
ar.d Mrs. Frank French of Rock
land and Mrs. John Kinney. St.
George Road, Thomaston.

FROM MEMORY'S REALM
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(By Frank A Winslow)
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Bachrach Photo
Carolyn Lindquist
Miss Carolyn Lindquist, whose
engagement to Girand V. Foster,
is being announced today at an
open house at her Lincoln Street
home.

The wedding will take place in
June.
j
________________________________ |

Hopkins-Urquhart
Thursday Ceremony United
Camden and Rockland
Business People
William L. Hopkins of Rockland
and Mrs. Ann Urquhart of Cam
den were married at 4 30 Thursday
afternoon by Rev. Charles Mon
teith. The double ring ceremony
was performed in the parsonage
of the Rockland Congregational
Church.
Attending the couple were John
Crockett and Mrs Roger Peterson,
both of Rockland.
The groom, who ls treasurer and
manager of Thurston Oil Company
of Rockland, is the son of Mr and
Mrs. G. C. Hopkins of Lexington,
K}. The bridc u the daughter of
Howard Weeks of Naugatuck. Conn,
she ls owner of the Mlss Camde„
Luncheonette in Camden.
Following a wedding trip, the
couple will make their home in
Camden.

The

C-D Home Nursing

Knox Hospital Staff Nurse
Here Are Some Very Old Items, But Still To Hold Classes Twice
Weekly At Bok Home
Having Local Interest
Mrs Etta Andersen, Red Cross

The Engagement Of Carolyn Lindquist

Announced Today At Open House
Girand V. Poster arrived Wed
nesday train Trinity College, Hart
ford, Conn, to spend the week-end
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
ert E Lindquist. Lincoln street.
Friday he and Mrs Lindquist at
tended the graduation exercises at
the University of Maine where Miss
Carolyn Lindquist received her A.
B. degree.

Page Swif

home nursing director for Knox
County has arranged for a Civilian
Defense Home
Nursing Course
which will start on Feb. 7 at the
Bok Nurses Home
Claries will be hald on Mondays
and Thursdays and enrollment ls
already large A total of 12 hours
will be given in the course
Those wishing to join the classes
may contact Miss Madeline Phil
brick, Director of Women's Activi
ties in Civilian Defense

Some years ago Margaret Elwell Rockland. This ship built at Rockof Spruce Head contributed to The lanu made the trip from New York
Courier-Gazette a series of interl-J,'erP°cl in 13 days, I hour, 25
,.
, .
,
minutes.
esting items clipped from Portland
_ . .„
,,
_ „ „
a Oct 16. 1852 Mrs. Polly HemTranscript issues published in 1852,lngway died ln Northbridge Sept.
1853 and 1854 The papers being
at lhe age Qf 83 gfce had never
treasured property at that time of been but 15 mlles from the home
Mrs Adelbert Clark. 17 C street Fed Batty of Two Bush Island
of her birth, a sigular fact in these
place, Rockland, donated a lovely Light Station. Because of the indays of locomotion. <1 presume the
lace table cloth to the "R.N." Club terest the article may have for wayg o{ traveljng were by stage
to be used at the card party, which present day readers. I am hereby coacb
those davs ,
LUCY D. WINSTON
will be given Fes. 14 at the Nurses' republishing it:
Jan 28. 1854 Butter was 22 cents
Mrs. Lucy Dornan Winston. 75,
Home The nurses are trying to
June 22, 1853 Bangor was light a pound and eggs were from 20 to
wife of Thomas Winston, and
earn enough money, with this ed lor the first time with gas.
30 cents a dozen and scarce.
native of Union, died in Waldo
party, to complete their project,
Jan. 8, 1853: The weather has
Deaths were: July 15. 1853, Capt
re-decorating, and remodeling the been so warm in New York that Joshua Spaulding, aged 85 years; boro, Nov 16. at the home of her
only son. Thomas Winston, Jr.
the mosquitoes were out.
First Floor Duty Station
Al 9, 1853. Capt Joseph Piece of
KCGH—
Jan. 15, 1853 There were eight the brjg gwan aged „
Rock Funeral services were held Nov.
19 in Rockland, and interment was
Wednesday afternoon Rosalie ships building at Richmond, Me
land; Oct 25, 1853, at Rockland,
June 25, 1853: A new steamer to Ella Augusta, infant daughter of made at East Union Cemetery.
Halligan and Barbara Whitehill,
Girl Scouts, from Troop 10, came run between Rockland and Machias Edward H and Sarah C. Elwell. Mrs Winston was born at Union,
to the hospital after school to ia now receiving new engines in
March 4, 1854: Statistics showed March 1, 1876. daughter of James
read stories to two of the little New York. She is expected to be that in the United States there and Lucy Bunker Dornan
She attended Union schools, and
patients. Mrs. Whitehill. the Girl ready about July 5, commanded by had been built in the year 1853, 269
ships. 95 brigs and 681 schooners. Castine Normal School, following
Scout leader, was here at the hos Capt. E. S. Blaisdell
April 9, 1853: During* the past Sloops and clippers, 394. steamers. winch she taught for a number of
pital, to meet the girls and help
two years, two million casks of 272. total 1711: tonnage 425.572 Of years before going to Pittsburg,
them get started with their stories
hme have been sent from the kilns the ships 132 were built in Maine Penn., where she was employed ia
-KCGHof Rockland.
a millinery establishmnt
and 73 in Massachusetts.
Red Cross Home Nursing Course,
| Oct. 9. 1852: Several American / June 5. 1852: Echoes from over
It was here she met and married
with Mrs. Esther Long, R.N, as
ships have been rigidly searched at the sea Louis Napoleon is not yet Mr Winston, and the two located
instructress, will have its first class
Havana.
Emperor May 10 passed without in 1910 at Mechanicsburg, Pa.,
Feb 7. at 7 30 p. m. in the Bok
Jan. 22, 1853: Shipbuilding is a
Nurses' Home. Mrs Etta Ander great business just now. In every his acclamation The day however where they conducted a retail dry
sen is chairman of the committee yard in Maine can be heard the came off with great eclat with goods store. They built a home
60.000 troops in the field. The at 221 East Main St., that city,
to recruit the students, and also sound of saw and hammer,
to secure the supplies needed for a Oct. 16, 1852: Potatoes were 25 Eagles were blessed by the clergy shortly after they became resi
and restored to the National dents Mrs Winston was active in
the classes
: cents a bushel.
local civic affairs and was past
Guard.
—KCGH—
I Oct. 30, 1852: The cabin of the
president of the Woman's Club
Chris Naum Sylvia Davis and ' schooner Avenger was burned out
there
She was a member of
Sylvia Harjula have been doing oil a trip between Boston and Ban
OWL’S HEAD
the
Mechanicsburg
Fesbyterian
volunteer nurses’ aide work in the gor, Capt. Lane lost a large sum
Birthday Party
Church Prominent in local, coun
hospital the past week. Sylvia of money.
Bonnie Dyer celebrated her 8th ty, and State Democrat politics
Harjula lives in Thomaston and |/ Sept 11. 1852 Rufus Porter has
birthday January 27th with a party. she was a candidate for secretary
comes over on the bus after school a flying ship nearly completed in
Games were played with prizes of Internal Affairs in the Com
every Tuesday to work from 4 which lie plans to Hy soon.
awarded Donna Perry. Bobby Walk monwealth of that State at one
p. m to 7 p. m
Nov 12. 1853: Lanched at Rock er. Jill Farrell and Cheryl Harvey.
time.
—KCOH
land lust week was the Red Jacket, A large cotton snowman served as
Following retirement from the
E E Barde, 23 Amesbury street, a splendid ship of 2400 tons—the a centerpiece on the refreshment
retail dry goods business they be
Rockland, brought in a supply of largest ship built in Maine Rock 'able and an individual ice cream
came engaged ln the manufacture
current magazines for patients land is a smart place.
snowman mold was served each ol knitted baby goods in that city.
Nov. 12. 1853: In Camden the child as a part of the refreshments
and visitors
Or. return to Maine, in 1930, they
- KCOH stories and stocks of Mrs L. G. H which included a prettily decorated
bought a home at South Hope, and
!
Rauson,
J.
C.
Coombs,
G.
L.
FolThe medical staff meets at 11
birthday rake made by Bonnie's
lanbee, E C. Daniels and R Mc grandmother Mrs. Inez Montgom Mrs. Winston worked for a hosiery
a. m. on Monday, Feb 4
firm for several years, until her
—KCOH—
Farlan were destroyed by fire.
ery Invited guests were Donna Per
Dec. 17, 1853: Launched at Rock ry, Bobby Walker, Jill Farrell, health failed. The past few years
Charlotte Dean, High School
they had been living at a newlySenior, covered the switch board land. a barque of 462 tons called Cheryl Harvey. Sally and Billy
purchased home at 14 Spruce
the
William
T
Sayward.
It
was
on Wednesday night for Mrs Irene
Stinson. Ted Ross, Alma Walker,
built in 75 working days
unable to attend due to illness but street. Rockland.
Adolphsen.
Besides her husband, and son,
Dec. 18 1852: Lady Franklin is: sending a gift was Bobby Perry,
fitting out another expedition in , Bonnie's guests in the evening at she leaves three sisters. Mrs. Jen
search of her husband
supper were Mr and Mrs Herbert nie Payson. Ea«t Union. Mrs May
Feb. 4. 1854: Launched at Thom- Montgomery. Mrs. Ruth Farrell and nard Bowlev, South Hope and
Mrs Leo Howard of Rockland, and
aston. built by Oliver and Williams, Oscar Foster.
several nieces and nephews.
a brig of 250 tons called the Morris
------------ ----Bliss, to be commanded by Cap!
Cne year ago: The Salvation
Simon M Long. (This item does Army expended its territory to in- ' Haverhill Mary Sullivan formerly
i not state where this man belonged.1 dude Thomaston and Warren— of Vinalhaven: St. Petersburg,
[ I wonder if it was Tenants Harbor, City Welfare Director J. N. South- Emma Kennedy, formerly of Wal
I heard my father speak of several ard, received a second shipment doboro, 81: Sidney. Mrs. Minnie
of surplus potatoes—Park Theatre (Currier) Pettee. SO: Camden.
Captain Longs >
Feb. 25, 1854 The remarkable was temporarily closed—Charles Harriet S. Burgess, 98: Windsor.
passage of the ship Red Jacket has Maddocks' house at Pleasant G r Laura Ward Fuller, formerly of
put another feather in the cap of den was gutted by fire—Deaths Washington, 81.

Children’s Corner

« 5'

and
Contest Notes

“SCRAPBOOK FACTS”
| ary to posit . ent events and hapIn this, our final article on print- penings of general interest in publie places under four columns
ing, we first answer the duo-ques
headed NEWS
tion asked in last week’s column,
Any item that hippened in the
"What is ‘stereotyping and elec North would be recorded under N.
from the east under E and so on.
trotyping’?”
A process in which the composed Hence the word “News."
We fee! that this theory is with
type of a page is cast in one piece
is called stereotyping. The object out any foundation for in the four
is to make re-setting of type un teenth and fifteenth centuries the
necessary for subsequent editions, word was used extensively and
was written newes, newis and
thus saving wear on tylpe.
When we take a metal object newjys and was pronounced in
such as an iron spoon and dip it two syllables.
The Greek gives us neos and the
into a chemical solution composed
of silver we electroplate it, the medieval form of Latin was nova,
The Angloiron spoon takes on a thin coating plural of novum.
of silver over the iron which gives Saxon form was nievi and both sig
it the appearance of solid silver. nified "new things.” New means
Electrotyping in printing is a recent or fresh.
Although we use "new" as singu
process in which the type of page
is impressed in a thin sheet of wax lar and news as plural at one time
which is first dusted with a coat the word "News" was used as either
ing of powdered graphite and then Singular or plural, so The Courierwith a coating of iron filings. The Gazette brings you the latest—most
wax mold so prepared is immersed recent and fresh News of the day
in a bath containing a solution of as well as the most interesting
sulphate of copper through which happenings of the yesteryear.
THe owner and personnel of
passes an electric current from a
dynamo. Ta’s deposits a thin film your favorite newspaper, “The
of copper on the wax mold. In a Courier-Gazette," extends a cor
more recent process a substitution dial welcome to visit with us—“the
of cheaper iron for copper has beer, latch is out.”
developed.
Newspaper: A paper published
periodically, usually daily or
ROUND TOP
weekly, containing the most recent
“News,” advertisements, literary
ICE CREAM
matter, etc.; so we ask how did the
word "news" originate.
1-2 Gallon $1.25
Popular stymologv (the science
which treats of the origin and his
DELIVERED DAILY
tory of words • derives "News"
AND SUNDAY
from the initial letters of the
5.06 P. M. Daily; 12 M Sunday
names of the four cardinal points

of the compass. North, East, West
For social Items in The courier- and South. Some said before the
Gasette, phone 1044, City.
C time of newspapers it was custom-

CALL ROCKLAND 622
12-S-24

7?^
THE CHURCH FOB ALL . . .
ALL FOR THE CHURCH

I’m just a little ahaver—and it's big people
iike you who run the world.

But I sure do wish you would think about me,
'cause I have to live in this world when I grow
up.
I know it’s not your fault that things are the
way they are. But if you want to give me a break,
you might start improving the world now.
The Church up the street can help you improve
yourself. And pretty soon I’ll be there too, learn
ing the lessons I need. And the family next door,
we could invite them to go with us every Sun
day. And the rest of the folks in town—we can
give them a sample of what we believe by treat
ing them the way we like to be treated ourselves.
Understand ... I don’t know all the answers.
But God does!
Just listen to Him—that's all I ask!

The Church is the greatest lactor on earth for the building of
character and good citizensh.p It
is a storehouse of spiritual values
Without a strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilization can
survive
There are four sound
reasons why every peison should
attend service! regularly and sup.
port the Church They are (1)
For his own sake (21 For his
children's sake (3) For the sake
ol his community and notion. (4)
For the sake of the Church itself,
which needs his moral and ma
terial support
Plan to go te
church regularly and read your
Bible daily.
Book
Chapter Verses
Sunday
. Matthew
7
7-12
Moadsy
. Mstthew
22 24-M
Tuesday - - Bomaas
IS
B-lt
Wednesday Galatlaas
S 1S-IS
Thursday
Wart
It IS-W

Friday
Satorday

Faalm

I

M
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STEAMBOAT YARNS

Supported Tigers

Principal Carlton P. Wood has
There was a good delegation
announced that the following stu from RHB. ait the Morse-Tigers
dents were neither absent nor tardy game in Bath Friday So manyduring the second quarter.
cars were offered for transporta
Seniors
tion that it was not necessary to
Beverly Arau. Sally Burridge, hire the bus as usual.
Marilyn Collemer. Ellen Donovan,
The cheering section worked out
John Heald, Lucille Libby, Lois very well with the cheers and sup
Mitchell, Maurice Payson, Carolyn port of the team in the face of de
Robbins, Mary Thomas. Charles feat bringing favorable comment.
Tibbetts. Minnie Tranquillo and
Those making the trip were: Es
Gall Wiley
telle Sayward. Delores Galiano,
Jeannine Leach, Josephine Sobo
Juniors
Lillian Amborn, Sylvia Bagley, leski, Joan Talbot, Barbara Boyn
Beverlie Barnes, Ruby Benner. Jer ton, Barbara Ilvonen, Bill Pease,
ry Burkett, Frederick Davis, Rich Marcia Lundquist.
Catherine- MacPhail. Charles
ard Freeman. Elizabeth Glover,
Donald Heald, Arlene Magee. Ralph Sewall, Beth Miller. Gall Grant,
Miller, Richard Rossiter, Irving Marion Talbot, Carol Stratton, Ed
Sawyer, Joan Tibbetts and Paul ward Baxter, Gloria Bohn, ManleyHart, Vernon Haskins, Janet Stew
■ Webber.
art.

Sophomores

J. T. Morse at Underwood's Wharf on the eve of her departure forever from Penobscot Bay waters.

In 1936 she ran on the same
route from July 2 to Sept. 8. in
clusive, according to the printed
schedule. The schedule was about
the same, except that the Saturday
afternoon sailing from Montauk
was at 6 d. m., and that from New
London on Sundays and holidays
was at 3.30 p. m. The same season
and schedule obtained the next
Summer except that she ran to the
international yacht races off New
port, R. I., on Saturday. July 31.
and on the following Monday.
These special excursions were
"strictly limited to 500 persons.''
according to an announcement
which also stated that "meals will
be served at a reasonable price and
there will be dancing and other
refreshments." The Saturday trip
left Montauk at 3 a m D.S.T.. in
time to catch the start of the races
at noon. Fare was 16. On Monday
she presumably left New London
at the same time, but the fare was
to be only $4.
I use the word “presumably” ad
visedly because according to an
Associated Press despatch in the
Bangor Daily News for August 1,
“Five hundred passengers bound
home from the International Yacht
Races off Newport, were stranded
for nearly four hours off the tip
of Long Island last night and earl;,
today when the steamer Yankee
ran aground in a heavy fog. As
Coast Guard cutters from New
York, Boston and New London.
Conn., were rushing to her aid the
Yankee, a 33-year-oid paddle
wheeler. freed herself, and con
tinued on to her dock here
IMontaukJ." Another clipping from
an unidentified source dated at
Montauk. August 2, added. "She
was inspected yesterday for pos
sible damage. Employees of the
ferry line said she would probably
return to service today." I have
no information as to whether she
did make the Monday trip. Can
any Courier-Gazette readers en
lighten me?
1938
On the afternoon of Saturday.
May 28, the converted freight-car
ferry Mandalay was bringing a load
of excursionists back to New? York
City from Atlantic Highlands, New
Jersey. It was a day of spotty but
thick fog banks. While engulfed
in one of these banks the Ber
muda-bound Eastern Steamship
Liner Acadia drove her bow fifteen
feet or more into the starboard side
of the Mandalay. All the 300 ex
cursionists were safely transferred
to the Acadia, but the Mandalay
promptly sank, thereby creating a
problem for her owners who had
no spare boat for their Atlantic
Highlands run. Within a day or
two, however, they had chartered
the Yankee, which had been ac
quired during the Winter by the
Gotham Steamship Corporation,
apparently for the Coney Islaiwa
and or Far Rockaway Summer ser
vice. Whatever the business ar
rangements were, the Gotham
Steamship Corporation was oper
ating here in July on a schedule
that called for her to leave the
Battery, New York, at 9.30 a. m.,
and 2.30 p. m.; leave Atlantic High
lands at 11.15 a. m.. and 6.30 p. m ;
and to leave Highlands, N. J., at
12.00 noon and 6.00 p. m. There
w-as also a “moonlight showboat j
trip” to Atlantic Highlands at 8.30
p. m. Round trip week-day fares

PHILCO

HOME RADIOS
I
CAR RADIOS
I
PORTABLES
I
REFRIGERATORS I
FREEZERS
<
(

rhe Radio Shop
17 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 844

3-S-tf

PHILCO

were 60c and 75c respectively, and
75c and 90c on Sundays and holi
days.
The Yankee was also available
for $300 for moonlight or all day
excursions, including floor show
and orchestra "on any of our open
dates." to such places as Rockaway
Beach, Roton Point Park. Bear
Mountain and Poughkeepsie. Ca
pacity was stated as 1080. and we
read further; Fast and commodius S. S. Yankee .
. equipped
with two Dance Floors. Public Ad
dress System. Refreshment Bar and
Cafeteria, Modern Rest Rooms, and
manned by a thoroughly efficient
crew, under management of F W.
Luckemeyer who as former Assist
ant Gen'l Manager of the Iron
Steamboat Co. has been serving
charter parties in this vicinity
since 1904; and whose policy still
is not to make promises that can
not be fulfilled."
I have information on only one
mishap that year as reported in a
clipping of July 1, apparently from

On Portland Tour

The Call To Youth

field Baptist; John Ware, Congre
gational.

Some of the adults who have
served on the Call Committee will
help to reinforce the message, with
Mrs. Robert Hybels and Samuel
Collins speaking on the day’s theme
Christian youth and their adult "United! Commitedl In Christ!”
leaders of Rockland will link them- ’ Ronald Thurston leading the act of
selves with an estimated one mil-' dedication, and Rev. Merle Conant
lion youth across the nation when as pastor of the host church giv
they respond to “The Call to ing the benediction. A light supper
United Christian Youth Action” at will be served after worship.
B.v responding to "The Call” the
a Community Worship Service,
Sunday, at 4 p. m. in the Methodist Christian youth of Rockland will
commit themselves to a united pro
Church.
Taking part in the worship ser gram of community wide action in
Starting thia
vice will be young people chosen our community.
by the youth fellowships of the co Spring they will work together on
operating churches Dale Knight specific projects of sharing their
representing the host church, faith with others and finding their
Methodist; Marion Cole, Univer places as Christian world citizens.
Our youth will also share in a
salist; Raymond Wixson, Littleseries of national and world pro
jects as each youth and adult
GRFEN STREET SCHOOL
leader contributes one dollar, or as
PERFECT ATTENDANCE
Rebecca Robertson, principal of much of one as he can. as a part
Thomaston’s Green Street School of his commitment. These projecta
reports the following list of chil will include such things as a sus
dren who have had perfect attend taining. nation-wide radio pro
ance during the past nine weeks: gram, a ministry to youth in the
armed forces, and supporting Chris
Grades Three and Four, Mrs Star
tian youth work in countries
rett: Maureen Carroll, Linda Fern
around the world.
ald, Elonia Grafton, David Harper,
"The promotion of ‘The Call’ has
Clayton Howard. Sonia Korhonen,
had the support of an unpreceCharles Wad.Tvorth, Virginia Wins
dented number of church groups.
low.
Representatives from four church
Grade Four, Mrs. Carroll: Rod
es have been actively promoting
ney Cook, Nancy Davis, Mary
‘The Call’ and it is expected young
Korhonen,
Thomas
Littlefield, people from almost every Protest
Paulette Miller, Thomas Newbert, ant church to be among those re
Warren Peterson, Joan Smith, sponding,” stated
Mrs. Hybels,
Allan Young
chairman of the Community Call
Grade Five, Mrs Robinson: Rob Committee.
ert Achorn. Pauline Butler. Danny
"The Call” is sponsored nation
Clark, John Cook, Vada Cullen, ally by the United Christian Youth
Blaine Fernald, Charlene Hath Movement on behalf of 39 major
orne, Clayton Keizer, Philip Seek Protestant denominations, 11 youth
ins, Edwin Smith, Robert Williams. -serving agencies, and interdenom
Grade Six, Miss Robertson: inational youth councils across the
Robert Beckett, Eleanor Brooks, country.
LeRoy Cook, Robert Dinsmore,
Everybody admits that honesty
Billy Flint, Janice Hall, Richard
Hastings,
John Minott,
Judy- is the best policy, only a lot of
Pease, Danny Sanborn, Carolyn foils differ as to the precise defi
nition of the word.
Spaulding.

oya Students Made Bath Rockland Commercial Club Community Worship Service
Roll Of Students Neither Loyal
Tardy Nor Absent Posted ; Trip To Cheer Team On
Visited Portland High
At the Methodist Church
By Principal Wood
In Game With Morse
and Northeastern
Sunday Night

of Ships and Men

(By Jay Allen!

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

the New York Times. Evidently
she was on her 6 30 trip back from
Atlantic Highlands on Sunday, the
10th, with about 850 passengers.
At 3.10 one of her paddle wheels
was damaged when she was off 71st
Street, fcrooklyn.
'The steamer
was 500 feet offshore," we read,
when the accident oeurred. Then
it drifted in the tide to 400 feet
off the foot of Sixty-ninth Street
and onto a mud flat, which threat
ened to strand the boat and her
passengers for some time. A police
launch, a Coast Guard cutter and
the flreboat William J. Gaynor
took the excursion boat in tow,
however, and dragged the 780-ton
■vessel slowly to the dock at Sixtyninth Street.”
The excursion
steamer-Belle Isle was tied up at
this pier for the night, and "ar
rangements were made" for her to
take the Yankee’s passengers to
their original destination—the Eattery. at the southern tip of Man
hattan Island.
(To Be Continued)

Barbara Amborn, Mary Atkins.
Earlene Beale. Alma Beverage, Ed
na Coathup, Roscoe Cooper, Bar
bara Crabtree, Herbert Dean, Ralph
Dority, Virginia Ellis, Edwin Hanscom, Lois Inman, Margaret Keller,
Ralph Kelley, Flora Morse, Sandra
Patten, Jacqueline Reynolds, Judy
Sawyer, Dorothy Sullivan, Fllo
mena Tranquillo, Bruce Young and
Donald Young.
Freshmen

j

Fiances
Calderwood.
Walter
Campbell. William Chalmers. Wil
liam Crockett, James Dean, Millard
Eugley, Betty
Galanti, Sandra
Goodwin, Frederick Gray, Eliza
beth Johnson, Jessie Josselyn, Joel
Morse. Zane Morton, Gwendolyn
Norwood, Teresa Nuccio, Gloria
Potter, Robert Regnier, Leo Rivard,
Joyce Rossiter, Thelma Small, Ju
lia Spear, Harriett Thomas, Betty
Wasgatt, Lewis Young and Phyllis
Young,

Marilyn Keefe, Peggy Grispi,
Dorothy Molloy, Pat Bisbee, Chris
tine Roberts, Carl Gray, Barbara
Bay, Richard Sayward, Helen
Ranta, George Hooper

CHS Story Hour
Home Ec Frosh Girls Have
Children’s Program At
Library Saturdays
The Freshman home economics
classes under the direction of Miss
Ethel Fowler is conducting a li
brary hour every Saturday morning
from 10 to 11 at the Camden Pub
lic Library. The children enjoyed
stories by Patty Barker and BetsyJo Ruiter last Saturday, Feb. 2.
Connie Robarts and Joyce Milliken
will tell the stories.
All children up to 10 years of age
are welcome.

The Seniors and Juniors of the
Rockland High School Commercial
Service Club spent Monday in
Portland where they visited Port
land High School and Northeast
ern School of Acounting. At Port
land High, they were separated into
three groups and taken through va
rious class rooms.
At the busines school, the courses
offered were explained to them and
they were given an idea of what to
expect if they chose to attend. Af
ter the tours of inspection, the
group went swimming at the Port
land YMCA.
Those making the trip were:
Marilyn Keefe, Jacky Rogers,
Earbara Kaler, Mandy Tootill, Ruth
Tootill, Carol Russell, Dianne Murrill, Mary Jean Glendenning, Mir
iam Cole, Judy Campbell.
Lee Dudley, Shirlene Lord, Pris
cilla Skinner,
Christen Naum,
Nancy Hamlin. Maude Nelson, Judy
Burns, Shirley Nelson, sJune Gardi,
Helen Pinkerton, Alice Crie, Chris
ten Roberts, Shirley Steele.
Marilyn Seavey, Gloria Bohn,
Anne Ludwig, Mr. Hillgrove, Anne
Reed, Betty Adams. Peggy Grispi,
Carol Kent, Charlotte Dean, Alice
Caven. Patricia Bisbee.
Edith Dennis. Gracie LaGrassa.
Pete Surek. Chickie Valenta. Chris
ten Gallant, Rita Provencher, Man
ly Hart, Patricia Achorn, Carol
Elwell.

If you display a little ginger in
your own efforts it may put some
life into those about you
It’s hard to balance your own
budget when Uncle Sam has the ,
some kind of a problem.

For social items ln The CourierAdvertise in The Courier-Gazette I Oazette, Phone 1044, City

SOUTH SCHOOL NEWS
Grade 1, Mrs. Parsons

Walter Davis has returned after
being in Florida for several weeks.
Sylvanus Cross has joined the
class.
Jill Long has returned to school
after being sick with a cold.
Grade 1, Miss TiUock

Duties."
Madeline Post brought to the sci
ence class a specimen of sea horse
that was caught in a lobster trap.
Some new facts about this little
hippocampus were discussed, giv
ing to the class interesting infor
mation.
Grade 5, Miss Bultomer

Barbara Bellmore brought the
record "Frosty the Snowman" last

Paul Waltz brought his fort to
week.
school.
Thomas Rytky has transferred
We have a new first grader from
to Rockville School.
Hope. He is Dane Winslow.
We are having a four act play on
Grade 2, Mrs. McLellan
Our most recent visitors have
been Mrs. Ralph Post and Mrs. Priscilla Smith, Earlene Sayward,
Fred Ripley and David Hamalain
Ypres Foley.
The following have brought books en. Flat ilia Billings is serving as
for our library table: Sharon Keefe, secretary.
Grade 6, Mr. Dow
Donna Beal .Arvilla Powell, Bev
Judy Mosher maintains her lead
erly Sturks. Sharon Kenny, Jeanne
in arithmetic. She has held this po
Foley and Donna Black.
We received second prize at the sition for the whole year. Caroline
DeMass, Aida Venezia, Judy Mo
January P.T.A. meeting.
sher and Carol Rice lead in spell
Grade 2, Miss Russell

Wresley Nichols celebrated his
birthday this week.
The class voted to buy “tinker
toys" with the money won by hav
ing the largest attendance at the
January P.T.A. meeting.
William Rytky is moving to
Rockport.
Grade 3, Mrs. Boardman

ing.

Beverly Davis, who took a trip [
south with her family has returned.,
Grade 6, Mr. Swift
Competition is keen in our
“spelling derby.” At present Movita
Danielson is leading, but Mary Jane
Widdecomb and Edward Moffitt
are close behind.
We have already begun work on
our valentines and it looks as if we
will pioduce some clever and orig
inal designs.
While studying about icebergs in
science, we read about and dis
cussed the sinking of the "Titanic."

Gloria Knight and Merrill Allen
had birthdays in January.
Barbara Bohn brought her birth
day and Christmas dolls for the
class to see.
Kenneth Anderson thrilled the
class with a true story of his fath
ers being adrift overnight. He was
Grade 7, Mr. Johnson
hunted by the Coast Guard but
New class officers have been j
was rescued by a fisherman.
elected. Robert Coakley has been
Grade 3, Miss Kimball
elected president; Sandra London,
Our room contributed $8.30 to the treasurer, William Curtis, secretary;
March of Dimes Fund. Twenty pu and Norman Brehm, vice president.
pils contributed with Maxwell Oli
William Curtis, formerly of,
ver bringing in the largest amount. Rockland, has moved back here re
The following pupils have brought cently from Somerset, Mass.
jig-saw puzzles which the class en
Club “712" meetings have been;
joyed:
Archie Chase, Bernice temporarily suspended until back
Mitchell, Sanford Ames, Raymond dues have been paid.
Brann. Dianne Phillips, Carol Lind
Grade 8, Mrs. Harjula
sey, Charles Finley and Stephen
Something new has been added!
Craig.
We are having regular physical ed
We welcome back Sanford Delano ucation classes once a week in the
who has been absent for three Rockland Community Building. Mr.
weeks.
Ciarvino is teaching these classes,
One reading class has completed one of the girls and another ot bars
a study of England. Deborah Hary We are transported to the Com
brought English coins and explained munity Building by bus.
their value in American money.
The girls’ basketball team has
Kathy Kunesh, Paulette Barton, played two games so far this year.;
Gloria Kavanaugh and Deena Wat- They won their first game and lost
ling also brought articles from the second.
England.
The boys’ team went to Camden
Grade 4, Mrs. Hill
last Tuesday and defeated Camden
Sandra Rytky has moved to Junior High. They have lost only
Rockville.
one game so far this season.
The most attractive vocabulary
booklet cover was made by David
Remember always to give some
Barstow.
time to your fellow man—some
The com which we planted at our thing for which you get no pay, but
Indian ceremony is three inches the privilege of doing it.
high.
Grade 4, Miss Sleeper

Gloria Staples, William Oliver
ARTESIAN WELLS
and Lester Staples were the win
LEWIS HERBERT & SON
ners in our room during the polio (
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
drive
TeL Dark Hbr 74-1
The Ivory Inspection Patrol is I Islesboro
creating interest in "Health Chore!

88-tf

COMING
MONDAY

"So long, Joe—tee you Monday.” Sure, vou take it for granted that you’ll he hack on the
joh bright and early Monday morning. Always have been—well, ’most always.

There

was the time on a picnic when you fell off a rock and sprained your ankle—and oh, yes,
the auto accident that put your arm in a sling for a couple of weeks; but nothing really

too serious.

Don’t count on it! Every year 32,000 workers are killed, over 2,500,000 injured in

off-the-job accidents.

That’s almost double the number of deaths caused by accidents

on the job.
It’s great to have fun. Relax and enjoy yourself over the week end, holiday or vaca
tion. But remember—somewhere during every

two-day holiday, 175 workers will be

accidentally killed and 1 5,000 injured, many maimed for life. One of these could be you.

A large part of these casualties will be caused by traffic accidents, but drownings, falls,

firearms, poisons, burns and other accidents will help to swell the total.

Coming back Monday? The chances are all in your favor—if you just use plain com
mon sense rn

a but you do

and

how you do it

over the week end.

Think safely on-the-job, off-the-job, always!

Prr/iorrJ fa co-operation with the PrniJrnt’i Conference
InJmtrial Sajel) and contributed M the public lateral

so

V

